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Abstract 
 

Abstract 
In addition to the performance, low power design became an important issue in the 
design process of mobile embedded systems. Mobile electronics with rich features 
most often involve complex computation and intensive processing, which result in 
short battery lifetime and particularly when low power design is not taken in 
consideration. In addition to mobile computers, thermal design is also calling for low 
power techniques to avoid components overheat especially with VLSI technology. 
Low power design has traced a new era. In this thesis we examined several techniques 
to achieve low power design for FPGAs, ASICs and Processors where ASICs were 
more flexible to exploit the HW oriented techniques for low power consumption. We 
surveyed several power estimation methodologies where all of them were prone to at 
least one disadvantage. We also compared and analyzed the power and energy 
consumption in three different designs, which perform matrix multiplication within 
Altera platform and using state-of-the-art FPGA device. We concluded that NIOS II\e 
is not an energy efficient alternative to multiply nxn matrices compared to HW matrix 
multipliers on FPGAs and configware is an enormous potential to reduce the energy 
consumption costs. 
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 Sammanfatting  

Sammanfattning 

Förutom prestanda var låg strömförbrukning en viktig fråga vid utformningen av 
inbyggda mobila system. Mobil elektronik med många funktioner kräver ofta 
komplexa beräkningar och intensiv databehandling. Detta kan resultera i kort 
batterilivslängd, speciellt om låg energiförbrukning inte har beaktats under produktens 
design. Låg energiförbrukning är även viktigt inom VLSI design för att undvika 
överhettning av chip. Design för låg energiförbrukning  har banat vägen för en ny era. 
I denna avhandling har vi undersökt olika tekniker för att uppnå låg strömförbrukning 
i FPGA, ASIC och processorer, där ASICs var mer flexibla att utnyttja HW 
orienterade tekniker för låg strömförbrukning. Vi undersökte flera 
energiuppskattnings metoder, och alla var benägna att ha åtminstone en nackdel. Vi 
jämförde och analyserade ström- och energiförbrukning med tre olika designer för 
matris Matrismultiplikation inom Altera plattform och med en state-of-the-art FPGA 
enhet. Vi kom fram till att NIOS II \ e inte är ett energieffektivt alternativ för att 
multiplicera  nxn matriser jämfört med HW matrismultiplikation på FPGA, och med 
configware finns en enorm potential att minska kostnaderna för energiförbrukningen.
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Introduction 

1 Introduction 
Nowadays mobile devices are continuously demanded in daily life such as mobile 
phones, digital cameras, notebooks etc. From end-user point of view most often 
performance, features, size and weight are the main quality criteria. These criteria 
became the usual design constraints in the design process and put a high impact on the 
power consumption, thus power management techniques became an important issue to 
guarantee long battery lifetime. Even when power is continuously available in non-
mobile devices, the issue of low power design is still important especially in systems, 
which are piloted by high-speed processors. To avoid adding extra cost in some 
cooling techniques such as heat sinks and fans, low power techniques stay the main 
key. The development and design of such power critical electronics rely increasingly 
on different power reduction techniques and estimation methods. 

1.1 Aims 
In the first part of the thesis we will survey and explore different low power design 
techniques for FPGAs, ASICs and processors. To raise the intensity of the impact of 
under-availability and over-availability of system resources on power and energy 
consumption, we will compare and analyse the power and energy costs in three 
different designs, which multiply two matrices A and B of nxn 32-bit items and put 
the result in C matrix of nxn 64-bit items. The first two designs use FPGA HW with 
different number of storage registers, 2n and 2n2. The third design uses a computer 
system piloted by NIOS II\e processor with On-Chip memory. 

1.2 Outline 
After this introduction, the thesis is organized as follows: CMOS and other logic 
families, FPGAs and ASICs, FPGAs architecture and power dissipation sources in 
CMOS circuits are discussed in the theoretical background chapter, we also discussed 
briefly some aspects of mobile embedded systems battery and we underlined the 
difference between the energy and power in low power design area. 
 
We started the survey for low power design techniques in the third chapter where we 
took the HW oriented techniques, while the fourth chapter discusses the SW oriented 
techniques. 
 
Chapter 5 presents the power estimation techniques and evaluates Altera PowerPlay 
Power Analyzer tool for power estimation. 
 
Chapter 6 presents our designs for matrix multiplication where we analyzed and 
compared the designs in terms of power and energy efficiency. 
 
Finally, this thesis is concluded in Chapter 7 and possible future work is discussed. 
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Theoretical Background 

2 Theoretical background 
2.1 CMOS versus other logic families 
CMOS generation is heavily used in FPGAs, ASICs, microprocessors, 
microcontrollers, static RAMs and many other digital and analog devices. CMOS 
circuits are characterized by low static power consumption. Significant power is only 
dissipated when transistors in the CMOS device are switching their states. 
Consequently, CMOS devices do not produce as much heat as RTL, DTL, TTL and 
NMOS devices. On the other hand CMOS structure offers better speed in threshold 
voltage region compared with the previous generations. These merits have made 
CMOS dominant and well embraced by the industry [1]. 

2.2 FPGAs versus ASICs 
Traditionally programmable logic devices have short design time and low design cost, 
on the other hand they have high per-unit costs and are limited in terms of design size 
feasibility, complexity, and performance with high power consumption. FPGAs, 
which engage LUTs to implement logic functions and CPLDs, which use sum-of-
products, are the most demanded programmable logic devices in the market. 
ASICs are well known by their high development and mask cost, long development 
time and high complexity, on the other hand they support complex and large designs, 
they are also well known by high performance, low power consumption and Low Per-
Unit Cost at high volume. 
Short time to market pressure, high ASICs design cost have made ASICs designers 
switch to programmable logic devices which have seen an important progress in terms 
of performance, resources and design size. Today’s FPGAs are easily customisable 
for DSP, high speed IO standards and other application. 
To fill the huge gap between FPGAs and ASICs, FPGA vendor provided some type of 
ASIC called structured ASIC which is characterised by lower cost as compared to 
ASICs and better capabilities as compared to FPGAs [2]. 

2.3 FPGAs architecture 
For many years FPGAs sufficed by programmable logic, interconnect and I/O pads. 
Today’s FPGAs are more than that, they consist of other built-in cores such as DSPs, 
memory blocks and other extra features as shown in Figure 2-1. This variety of 
embedded cores have attracted designers and made FPGAs become the primary 
devices from implementing digital systems. 
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Memory 
Blocks

Special Cores

D
S

P
 C

ores

Logic Block I/O Pad Connection Block  
Figure 2-1: Modern FPGA architecture 

2.3.1    Logic Block 

A logic block is a set of blocks where the functionality is implemented. By increasing 
the size of this block we will increase the capacity of the resource e.g. by increasing 
the number of input we will augment the possible functions which could be 
implemented. The studies has shown the increase of the size improves the area-delay 
product. However, this could be a waste in some applications where not all the inputs 
are utilized. FPGAs employ LUTs to implement logic functions, with n-input LUT we 
can implement 2m

 possible functions where m is 2n and each function requires 2n
 bits 

configurations. It has been shown that 4-input LUT is optimum in terms of area and 
delay [3]. 
Figure 2-2 shows the basic logic block, which consists of one 4-input LUT where the 
combinational function is implemented, a latch that will be needed in sequential 
circuit design and 2 to 1 multiplexer to switch between the registered and unregistered 
output. 
 

Out

Clk

4-inputs LUT D Q

Select  
  Figure 2-2: Basic Logic Block 

 
Logic blocks can be more complex with special embedded addition logic. It is more 
efficient to implement the carry chain in specialized logic than the standard LUT [g]. 
e.g. Altera logic blocks are called adaptive logic modules (ALMs). Each ALM is 8-
input and it consists of two adaptive LUTs. The adaptive LUTs allow the ALM to 
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implement the ordinary 4-input functions also any function with up to 6-input and 
some 7-input functions [4]. 
In addition to the adaptive LUTs, an ALM contains programmable registers, two 
dedicated full adders, a carry chain, a shared arithmetic chain, and a register chain. 
We will discuss more Altera architecture in the fourth chapter. 

2.3.2    The Connection Block 

The connection block is responsible of connecting the resources between each other 
and assures that data can flow to the I/Os. Each connection block consist of a 
programmable connection block which selects the signals in the given routing channel 
to be connected to the logic block’s terminal, and a programmable switch block that 
connects between horizontal and vertical routing resources. 
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2.4 Power dissipation source in CMOS circuits 

2.4.1 Load Capacitance 

Although low power design topic is in the central of today’s research and designers 
strive to result in better techniques, the ability of reducing power consumption is 
growing slower that than the ability of improving the performance. Before we go into 
the power reduction techniques let us analyse how the power is dissipated. 
Figure 2-3 represents a CMOS inverter, by analyzing this circuit we will have an 
alternate window of power analysis of a logic gate. 
 

Vdd

CL

RL

 
 

Figure 2-3: CMOS Inverter 

 
RL represents the sum of drain to source and the wiring resistances. 
CL represents the sum of the inverter output and the wiring capacitance. 
When the inverter switches its output to the swing voltage, which we assume VDD, the 
capacitor CL starts charging through the resistor RL and its voltage start increasing as 
follows: 
 

)1()( / LL

L

CRt
DDC eVtv −−=        (2-1) 

 
 The flowing current in the circuit will inversely follow the voltage across the 
capacitor and can be written as follows:   

LL

L

CRt

L

DD
C e

R
Vti /)( −=                        (2-2) 

 
So, The energy required to charge the capacitor is:  

∫
∞
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2

2
1

DDLC VCE = (2-7) 

 
The energy consumed during the discharge can be calculated in similar way and it is 
equal to the charging energy. In one cycle the capacitor charges and discharges and 
the total consumed energy is two times Ec, which is CLV2

DD. 
Through the previous analysis, we know that when a CMOS node switches its output 
from a low state to a high state, the power source supplies the total energy where a 
half of it is dissipated as heat in the circuit resistor, while the other half is stored in the 
load capacitor. 
When a CMOS node switches its output from a high state to a low state, the power 
source is not concerned but the energy stored in the capacitor, which is one half of the 
total supplied energy is dissipated as heat in the circuit resistance. The consumed 

energy per transition is 2

2
1

DDL VC . 

As the power is the energy per unit of time, the power consumed by the circuit 
depends on how frequently the node changes its output. In the worst case when the 
node output is changing at the rate of the clock (two times) we can write: 

 

T

VC
P

DDL

C

2

2
12 ×

= (2-8)  

 
 

 
(2-9) 

ClkDDLC fVCP 2=

 
Where Pc is the power dissipated due to the load capacitance and fClk is the clock 
frequency. Think about a node, which is changing its output at the rate of α times per 
clock cycle.  The power consumed by the gate at the output will be: 
 

 

ClkDDLC fVCP 2

2
1

×= α (2-10) 

 
Where α  is called the switching activity factor and also represents the times the node 
output changes its state per clock period (0≤α ≤2), e.g. a modulo-2 counter output is 
characterised by a switching activity factor which is α = 1, therefore its power can be 

written as ClkDDL fVC 2

2
1 .  
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2.4.2 Short Circuit Current 

In the previous analysis for the CMOS inverter we have ignored that the driver clock 
signal is characterized by a rise and fall times ( rτ  and fτ ). By considering the rise 
and fall times, there will be a time period in which both transistors conduct causing a 
short circuit current. This current starts rising when the input voltage reaches the 
threshold voltage VTN and the NMOS transistor starts conducting. When the input 
voltage reaches VDD/2, the current reaches its maximum and starts decreasing toward 
zero. 
When the input voltage becomes greater than VDD+VTP, the PMOS transistor stops 
conducting and the output stays at zero until the input signal becomes smaller than 
VDD+VTP during the fall time, at this time the current starts increasing to its maximum 
and again, once the input signal reaches VDD/2, the current reaches its maximum and 
starts decreasing toward zero. After this, the cycle repeats itself following the clock 
signal and the current forming a periodic signal where its average value can be 
derived as: 

T
VV

V
I TDD

DD
AverageSC

τβ 3
_ )2(

12
1

−=                    (2-11) 

Assuming that -VTP =VTN  and rτ = fτ =τ , where β  is the gain factor of a MOS 
transistor. 
 
The below figure illustrates the short circuit current waveform. 
 

Clock signal

Short circuit 
current

VTN

VDD+VTP 

τ τ

 
      Figure 2-4 : Short circuit current waveform 

 
The conclusion we can draw based on this analysis is that the slower the input 
changes the more energy is lost. 
 

2.4.3 Leakage Currents  

The leakage power in the inverter illustrated in figure 2-3 represents all the power due 
to the currents flowing from the N-type semiconductor to P-type semiconductor, the 
Sub-Threshold current and the gate current. Figure 2-5 illustrates all these main 
leakage currents where the gate current (I1) occurs in both ON and OFF states, Sub-
Threshold current (I2) occurs only in OFF state and the reversed-bias source drain 
leakage (I3), which occurs in both ON and OFF states. By the states ON and OFF, we 
are referring to the states of the transistor itself. These currents contribute to a 
neglected power as compared to the switching and the short circuit current powers, 
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especially if we talk about a technology where the leakage power is extremely small. 
In our further studies and investigation we will not consider the power component due 
to the leakage current. 
 

N-Doped
D

N-Doped
S

P-Doped

I1

I3

Gate

I2

I3
 

      Figure 2-5: Leakage currents 

 
The total dissipated power in a CMOS inverter can be written as bellow: 
 

   

LeakageDDAverageSCClkDDLTotal PVIfVCP ++×= _
2

2
1α                                         (2-12) 

 
 
For gates and CMOS nodes, the internal physical capacitances and their switching 
activity factors have to be involved in the power dissipation. Further detail will be in 
the power estimation section. 

 

2.5 Energy and Power 
Distinguishing between energy and power is very important in the area of low power 
design. If we reduce the clock rate in a CMOS gate, its power consumption will be 
reduced by the same proportion. However, its energy will be still the same. If we 
assume that the gate is powered with a battery to perform the computations. The time 
required to complete the computation with low clock rate will be increased. 
Therefore, after the computation, the battery will be just as dead as if the computation 
had been performed at high clock rate. So low energy design is more important than 
low power especially for long battery lifetime targets, however low power design is 
always important to ensure cool circuit to avoid overheat damages and reliability 
degradations. In most of the cases we refer to low energy design by simply using low 
power design. 
 

2.6 Battery for mobile embedded systems 
Battery design for mobile device is already a separate science, in this section we will 
go trough some battery characteristics, which have an impact on the usage of the 
mobile devices. 
Mobile embedded systems design did not only stress on low power system design but 
also it posed tough requirements on battery design. 
Battery can be either nonrechargeable or rechargeable. One of the important 
characteristics is the battery nominal energy capacity, which is typically given in 
Watt-hours. The energy capacity has to be as higher as possible at small weight, small 
volume, and low price. For mobile systems, the discharge time T is usually estimated 
to be the battery nominal energy capacity, divided by the system average power, 
however when the battery capacity does not bear the load increases, this method will 
overestimate the battery lifetime. 
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Another characteristic is their self-discharge which should be very low otherwise the 
leakage due to battery structure must be considered.  
Due to their relaxation effect, battery lifetime can be significantly increased if the 
system is operated such that the current drawn from the battery is frequently reduced 
to very low values or is completely shut off. This phenomenon is also known as self-
recharging based on chemical diffusion processes within the cell [16]. 
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3 HW Oriented Solutions 
3.1 Clock Distribution 
In synchronous applications, clock signal are the highest frequency node. Most often 
it has to drive other functional units. It has been reported that in some speed 
performance processors, the system clock may consume about one third of the total 
system power [1]. Indeed clock network consume a significant power due to the high 
frequency rate and long paths forming large capacitances. By shutting down the clock 
signal for the needless functional blocks, we save a significant amount of energy by 
avoiding the unnecessary switching activities in the registers and the clock tree, this 
approach is well known as clock gating. Clock gating can be disastrous if the gating 
signal is not synchronized with the clock therefore both signals must be generated 
properly to eliminate any glitch on the registers clock line. Glitches lead to 
unnecessary power consumption and unexpected behaviour of the system. 

3.1.1 Simple Gated Clock 

There exist many schema for clock gating, the simplest and most common form of 
clock gating is when an AND function is used to selectively disable the clock by a 
control signal as shown in figure 3-1. This design is prone to glitches due to lack of 
synchronization between the control signal and the clock. Figure 3-2 shows the 
scenario result when the control signal arrives a bit later after the rising edge of the 
clock and when it arrives a bit earlier when the clock signal is high. 
 

                            
 

        Figure 3-1: Simple Gated Clock 

                                             
                        Figure 3-2: Simple Gated Clock timing diagram 
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3.1.2  Synchronous Clock Enable 

Figure 3-3 illustrates an implementation that can functionally disable the clock in a 
purely synchronous manner using a synchronous clock enable. However, this way 
will not reduce the power as the clock signal will keep toggle and the functional unit 
registers remain active even though they do not change their states. 
 

 
 

Figure 3-3: Synchronous Clock Enable 

3.1.3 Glitches free Gated Clock 

Low power design is calling for reliable clock gating circuitry, which is free of 
glitches. Figure 3-4 shows a simple and reliable schema for clock gating. 
 

 
   Figure 3-4: Glitches free Gated Clock 

 
 
A register latches the Control Signal after each falling edge of the Clock. This way we 
ensure that there will be no other rising edge on the Gated Clock line than the edge of 
the operating clock. 
This implementation may cause extra cycle delay in the Gated Clock signal if the 
clock duty cycle is extremely unbalanced and the latch propagation delay is greater 
than the off time of clock. 
Figure 3-5 shows that the circuitry generates a clean Gated Clock from glitches by 
applying the same scenario we used for simple Gated Clock [5]. 
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                        Figure 3-5: Glitches free Gated Clock timing diagram 

 
This method is ideally suited for ASICs where any number of clocks can be routed to 
any number of destinations, and each clock can be subdivided, multiplied, gated or 
inverted. 
This technique can be also applied to reduce power consumption in general-purpose 
processors as the functional units vary greatly with the instructions. When the 
instruction does not involve the datapath, the register file clock can be disabled. The 
address translation latches need to be disabled frequently as they are needed only 
during Load and Store instructions if they are separated from the main datapath. 
Unfortunately, the control unit latches are not qualified for clock gating due to the risk 
of skews. However, the control unit dissipated power is only a small fraction of the 
total power and the clock is only a small amount of that. The control unit contributes 
to low energy consumption by preventing the bus signals to datapath from changes if 
the instruction has been dynamically NOPed. There are other aspects where the 
control unit will have high impact on energy saving, we will discuss in further 
sections. The use of clock gating can save about 33% of the clock power or close to 
15% of the total power [6]. 
 
When it comes to Altera FPGAs, it is too difficult to build glitch-free clock using 
ALMs and LEs. 
Altera FPGAs devices use clock control blocks that include an enable signal. A clock 
control block is a clock buffer that lets you dynamically enable or disable the clock 
network and dynamically switch between multiple sources to drive the clock network, 
the input sources are either external or generated by a PLL. The dynamic clock enable 
feature lets internal logic control the clock network. When a clock network is powered 
down, all the logic fed by that clock network does not toggle, thereby reducing the 
overall power consumption of the device. Figure 3-6 shows a 4-input clock control 
block diagram [7]. 
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ena

outclk

inclk3x
inclk2x
inclk1x
inclk0x

clkslect[1..0]  
                                

                                      Figure 3-6: Altera 4-input clock control block diagram 

 

3.2 Circuit Area 
Total dissipated power in a logic circuit is the sum of the power dissipated in each 
gate, thus by reducing the number of gates in a circuit we minimize the total 
dissipated power while maintaining the required performance. In combinational logic, 
by transforming the description of a circuit to an equivalent description such that the 
cost of the new description is smaller than the original one in terms of number of 
gates by using Boolean algebra, Karnaugh’s Maps and Quine Mcklusky algorithm and 
multiple outputs function techniques. When the delay is not a constraint the most 
effective method for reducing the number of gates is multi-level optimization that is 
based on factorization of Boolean functions. In sequential circuits, by transforming a 
given FSM to another equivalent FSM, which has lesser number of states, leads to a 
minimized state register with less Flip-Flops. In state encoding, one should give 
binary codes to states such that it leads to small area. In case of high number of states, 
we should definitely avoid hot encoding method, which leads to high number of Flip-
Flops. 
 

3.3 Parallelism and Pipelining 
In this section we will discuss, how parallelism and pipelining are involved in power 
reduction. Parallelism and pipelining are well known in speeding up processors and 
increasing computational systems throughput, in another side of amelioration they can 
be employed as methodologies for power reduction as well. 

3.3.1  Parallelism 

Let us consider a system S in the below figure, which produces every clock 
cycle, with a response delay d, supplied by a voltage VDD, operating at the maximum 
frequency rate f and outputting a throughput W. Generally this system could be any 
clocked computation hardware e.g. an ALU.   

)(inF
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 Figure 3-7: System S producing W throughput 
 
The power required for the throughput W is given by: 
 

fVCP DDS
2=                                                (3-1) 

where CS is the total effective capacitance being switched in the system.  
 
If we duplicate the system S to N parallel systems and producing the same throughput 
W, we will need to pilot the system inputs by , and will be allowed to use higher 
system delay. In the worst case is  Unfortunately, controlling the system by  
will not help to reduce the power as the total switching capacitance will increase by 
more than the factor N due to the extra multiplexing and signals controlling. 

nf /
..dN nf /

As the system delay increases when the operating voltage decreases, we can use this 
characteristic as an advantage for reducing the power through the voltage by applying 
the one, which corresponds to If we assume that the corresponding voltage is 

 and the total switching capacitance is increased by N only, we will be 
reducing the power by N2 to: 

..dN
NVdd /

f
N
VC

N
f

N
VNCP DD

S
DD

S 2

2

2

2

==      (3-2)

      
Figure below shows the parallel architecture for the system S to reduce the power by  
N2. 
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Figure 3-8: N Systems of S producing W throughput 
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The main purpose of the signal controller is to generate phased clock signals to the 
latches to assign the input to one functional unit. At each clock cycle we assign the 
input to be processed, we multiplex a ready processed data, which correspond to the 
same functional unit and we latch it out. The below figure shows how the phases 
signal are generated for three stages architecture. 
 
Clock

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3  
 

Figure 3-9: Timing diagram for phased clocks for input assignment. 

 
The signals controller leads to an extra energy waste in multiplexing and signals 
control blocks witch results in more than N times the original effective capacitance 

. Although the amount of saved energy is still important. SC
Parallelism is very effective in reducing the power. However, it is not a good solution 
for area critical designs as it leads to more than N times the original area. 

3.3.2 Pipelining 

Another way to improve the system power consumption is the pipelining. Let us 
consider a system S in figure 3-10, which produces every clock cycle, with a 
response delay d, supplied by a voltage VDD, operating at the maximum frequency rate 
f and outputting a throughput W.  

)(inF
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f
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Figure 3-10: System S producing W throughput 

Let us decompose the functional unit into two equal delay parts and insert between 
them a register, which is clocked by the same frequency f. 
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R
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F1(input)

f

R
egister

F2(input)

f  
Figure 3-11: System S producing W throughput 
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In this case each sub functional unit takes d/2 to perform the half computation and we 
could double the throughput W by increasing the frequency by the factor 2. However 
we are concerned to maintain the same throughput. By keeping the same throughput, 
we will keep the same frequency and each sub functional unit performs its 
computation in half cycle and we are allowed to increase the sub-functional unit delay 
to twice the current delay, which leads to the delay d. Hence we can decrease the 
functional units operating voltage by the factor 2 if we assume that the voltage is 
proportional to the delay. This way, we will be reducing the power to 25% if we 
assume that the effective switched capacitance CS did not vary. 
 

fVCfVCP DD
S

DD
S 42

2

2

2

==       (3-3) 

The general formula can write as: 

f
N
VCf

N
VCP DD

S
DD

S 2

2

2

2

==                          (3-4) 

This technique is much better as compared to the parallel architecture as it leads to 
only a slight increase of the area due to the extra pipeline latches and to a small 
increase of the total effective switched capacitance due to the extra switching 
introduced by the latches. 
Both parallelism and pipelining are limited by the threshold voltage. The smaller the 
threshold voltage the better margin of power reduction factor we can get [8]. 
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3.4 Precomputation 
Precomputaion is an interesting approach, which averts some switching activities due 
to no influencing circuit inputs by predicting the output. 
The precomputation architecture is represented in the below figure. 
 

Combinational 
Block

R1

R2

g1

Z
P1

Pm

X1

Xn

Disableg2  
Figure 3-12: Precomputaion architecture 

 
The original circuit consists of the combinational block, which computes the output Z, 
using the inputs P1 to Xn. However in some cases there might be that the output Z will 
not be influenced by X1 to Xn. In such case we need to avoid loading these inputs to R2 
and we will be reducing some switching activities in the circuits. For this purpose g1 
and g2 are added to predict whether or not the inputs X1 to Xn will influence the output 
Z. This method has been justified that it leads to overall power reduction although an 
extra power is used to compute easily g1 and g2. The decision whether or not the 
precomputation is worthy can be made before hand by calculating the extra area and 
power required for the prediction functions with the probability that the register R2 is 
disabled. 
 
The predicting functions g1 and g2 can be derived by applying the following 
algorithm: 
 
Let Z(P1 to Xn) be a Boolean function where P1 to Pm are the precomputed inputs 
corresponding to the register R1 and X1 to Xn are the gated inputs corresponding to the 
register R2. 
1) Compute the universal quantifications )()( iiX XZXZ

i
=∀  for g1. 

Let and )( iXZ )( iXZ be the Boolean functions obtained by setting Xi=1 and Xi=0 
respectively. 
Based on Shannon’s decomposition of 

iX∀ , )()( iiii XZXXZXZ +=   implies 1=∀
iX

1=Z  regardless of the values of Xi. 
 
2) Compute g1. 

Let . g1= 1 implies that Z=1 regardless of all the inputs X1 to Xn. Zg
ni

i
X i

)(
1

1 ∏
=

=

∀=

3) Compute the universal quantifications )()( iiX XZXZ
i

=∀  for g2. 
Similarly we derive g2 by computing the universal quantifications 

)()( iiX XZXZ
i

=∀ . 
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4) Compute g2. 

Let Zg
ni

i
X i

)(
1

2 ∏
=

=

∀= . g2= 1 implies that Z=0 regardless of all the inputs X1 to Xn [9]. 

Then g1+g2 is the function that will enable or disable the register R2. 
 
Let us take the following example of a function f, which is described as : 
 

f= x1+ x2+ x3      (3-5) 

By mapping the function f in its truth table, it is clear that by using x1 and x2  for the 
precomputation we will need to disable the register R2 six times out of eight. 

 
x3 x2 x1   f   Disable
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 

        Table 3-1: Truth table of function f 

 
After computing g1 and g2 we got, g1= x1+ x2 and g2=0, therefore x3 will be latched 
twice. 
 

3.5 Codes and Power Consumption 

3.5.1 Numbers Representation 

In some applications the style of representing numbers have a high impact on power 
consumption. In audio signal processing most often successive data samples involve 
sign change for small integer numbers. For such data, two’s complement 
representation will cause a high number of switched bits resulting in high power 
consumption e.g. a change from +1 (00000001) to –1 (11111111). 
To represent effectively such data, sign-magnitude representation will lead to energy 
saving [1]. 

3.5.2 Data and Address Buses 

Dissipated power in a chip can be divided in two parts, internal and external. The 
internal power is due to the internal load capacitances of the chip nodes and their 
number of transitions while the external power is due to the coupling and load 
capacitances of the I/O buses. Figure 3-13 shows a two lines bus model where CC 
represents the coupling capacitance and CL represents the load capacitance. 
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CL
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line1

line2

in1
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Figure 3-13: Two lines Bus model 

 
In addition to the load capacitance, the coupling capacitance contributes as well to the 
energy consumption, as it is not physically grounded, depending on the input 
combination it could absorb energy in both states of each input. 
The below table summarizes the inputs scenarios of in1 and in2 in which the energy is 
pulled through the drivers. 
 

To 
 00 01 10 11 

00 0 (CL+CC)  
2

DDV (CL+CC)  2
DDV 2CL  

2
DDV

01 0 0 (CL+2CC)  2
DDV CL  2

DDV
10 0 (CL+2CC)  2

DDV 0 CL  2
DDV

 
 

From 

11 0 CC  2
DDV CC  2

DDV 0 

Table 3-2: Energy consumption in two lines bus. 

 
The above table justifies that both transitions (0 to 1) and (1 to 0) are contributing to 
the power consumption. 
In a typical n width bus, where at any given time cycle the value of data can be any 
value of 2n possible values with equal probability. The average number of transitions 
per cycle is n/2, while the maximum number of transitions per cycle is n. The power 
consumption can reach its peak in the worst case when all the bits toggle at the same 
time. These simultaneous changes of the bit worsen as well the ground-bounce. 
 

3.5.3  Bus-Invert Method 

Bus-Invert approach is one method to reduce the transitions in buses based on 
encoding. It uses an extra flag bit called (Invert). When Invert = 0 the bus value will 
be the same as data value. When Invert = 1 the bus value will be the inverted data 
value.  
By computing the hamming distance between the present bus value and the next data 
value we decide the inversion. If the hamming distance is larger than n/2, we set 
Invert = 1 and we invert the next bus value, otherwise we let Invert = 0 and the next 
bus data will retain its values. 
At the receiver side the contents of the bus must be conditionally inverted according 
to the Invert signal. 
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The below figure illustrates a sequence of 16 cycles for an 8 –bit data bus. 
 
D0 : 1000010011011000   D0 : 1000000100110101 
D1 : 1000010101101100   D1 : 1000000010000001 
D2 : 0110010100010011   D2 : 0110000011111110 
D3 : 1111000011000010   D3 : 1111010100101111 
D4 : 0001100001110010   D4 : 0001110110011111 
D5 : 0101010110011001   D5 : 0101000001110100                              
D6 : 1100111000101001   D6 : 1100101111000100 
D7 : 1100010110010010   D7 : 1100000001111111 
                             Invert : 0000010111101101 
 
(a) Without encoding   (b) With encoding 
 

Figure 3-14: Sequence of 16 cycles for an 8 –bit data bus 

 
Before the encoding, there are 64 transitions for a period of 16 time slots. In average 
there are 4 transitions per time cycle or 0.5 transitions per bus line per time period. 
When applying the Bus-Invert method to the same sequence, the number of 
transitions is reduced to 53 transitions over 16 cycles. In average there are 3.3 
transitions per cycle or 0.41 transitions per bus line per period. As well the maximum 
number of transitions for any time slot is reduced to 4. 
 

3.5.4 Gray Code 

By comparing the binary and the Gray codes in the below figure, the Gray code 
allows only one transition per cycle. Obviously the Gray code offers lower dissipated 
power per cycle when it is generated sequentially as compare to the normal binary 
code and the generated code by the Bus-Invert method. The Gray code is just perfect 
for the program memory addressing as the instructions are to be fetched sequentially. 
With bus addressing where the addresses are not purely sequential, the mixed of Gray 
and Bus-Invert will give the best maximum and average power reduction [10]. 
 
 

3-Bit Bus 
Binary Gray 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 

              
             Table 3-3: Gray code allows only one transition per cycle 
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3.6 FPGAs versus ASICs for low power design Techniques 
ASICs allow high flexibility when designing for low power. All the techniques cited 
above can be applied to ASICs but not to FPGAs. When designing using FPGAs we 
are restricted to the components library provided by the vendor and the operating 
voltage due to the programmability techniques. If we take the example of the clock 
gating approach, it is easier to apply it in ASIC as the CAD tools can balance the 
clock network delay between the gated and non-gated clocks. However in FPGA the 
clock tree is pre-synthesized and adding a clock gating circuitry in one clock network 
domain often will cause a clock skew with respect to another clock network domain.  
As we have seen, FPGA vendors recommend the usage of enabled-PLL and free skew 
clock control block to implement clock gating. The below table summarizes the 
comparisons between ASIC and FPGA flexibility in terms of low power design 
techniques. 
 

 Clock Gating Pipelining Parallelism Circuit Area Bus 
Coding 

Precomputation 

ASIC Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
FPGA PLL and Clock Control 

Block 
No No Yes Yes Yes 

Table 3-4: FPGAs versus ASICs for low power design Techniques
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4 SW Oriented Solutions 
We went through several methodologies that can be used for designing an energy 
efficient digital hardware. For systems, which use only the hardware for processing 
e.g. FPGAs and ASICs, the above techniques we have seen can be sufficient to design 
for low power. However the systems where both hardware and software are involved 
to perform a required task e.g. the general purpose processors, the above techniques 
will not be sufficient as such systems fetch instructions from program memory and 
they are driven by the software. Most often, people refer to such processors as power 
hungry devices. The manner in which software uses the hardware has an important 
impact on the power consumption, therefore this manner should follow some sort of 
techniques to drive the processor for low power. To explain this further, we can draw 
an analogy from a low fuel consumption car, the way in which it is driven can have a 
significant effect on the fuel consumption [14]. 
 

4.1 Sources of Software Power Dissipation 

4.1.1 Memory System 

Memory system consumes an important amount of the energy budget. Accessing to 
the memory results in switching activities in high capacitance data and addresses 
lines. By reading from or writing to the memory we activate the logic, which decodes 
the rows and columns. As the cache is much smaller and closer to CPU, it leads to 
low internal and external capacitance. Accessing to the main memory is always more 
expensive as compared to the cache access. 

4.1.2 Buses 

Typical processor buses have high load and coupling capacitances due to the number 
of modules connected to each bus and length of the bus lines. The switching activities 
of an instruction bus depend on the sequence of the instructions op-codes to be 
executed; as well the switching activities of the address bus depend on the sequence 
data and instruction access. In this level we will relate the switching activities on the 
bus to the assigned code to each memory location as this issue is out of the 
programmer hand. 

4.1.3 Execution Units 

Register files and execution units such as ALUs and FPUs have a higher power 
density. Generally the dissipated power in such unit is affected by the type of the 
operation, the programmer decisions and the compiler e.g. to multiply an integer by 2, 
it is cheaper if we use a logical shift-left operation. 
 

4.2 Software Optimization for Low Power 
Based on the discussed sources of software power dissipation, we can have an idea 
about where we should focus when designing for low power. Indirectly it is all about 
minimizing the switching activities. However in higher level, it is about minimizing 
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the number of operations by reducing the number of instructions or avoiding 
expensive instruction and minimizing the cost due to the memory accesses, also 
exploiting the extra features of the CPU such as reducing the frequency when the load 
is low or when the purpose of the application is not time critical and reducing the 
voltage when the CPU is idle. 

4.2.1 Reducing the Number of Operations 

The most natural method to the effective capacitance reduction is to reduce the 
number of operations, by applying several transformations to the data control flow 
graph such as the number of operations are minimized. Modern compilers are 
dedicated for this purpose. However compilers do not change the nature of the 
algorithm. The efficiency of the algorithm always relies on the software designer. 
To show this clearly, let us have some examples where programmer adds some 
unnecessary operations, which lead to the energy waste. 
 

4.2.1.1 Common Subexpression Elimination 
The following code lines compute a and b.  

;)*(
;)*(

fcdb
gcda

+=
+=

 

While computing b, it is not worthy to add an unnecessary multiplication as d and c 
were multiplied already. Therefore, one should use a temporary variable to save the 
result of the multiplication and use it any time when needed. The code lines become: 

;
;

;*

fTempb
gTempa
cdTemp

+=
+=

=
 

 

4.2.1.2 Distributivity 
Let us take the function f which is to be computed through the variables a, b and c as 
follows:  ;2 cabaf ++=
To compute f, we will need two multiplications and two additions. By applying the 
distributivity to the equation, we will reduce the number of operations to one 
multiplication and two additions. 
The statement becomes . ;)( cbaaf ++=

4.2.1.3 Induction variable 
This piece of code computes j based on the loop counter i. 
 
for (i=0; i < 4;i++) { 
    j = 10 * i; 
} 
 
Fortunately we can simply replace the multiplication operation by an addition, as the 
multiplication is more expensive. After the modification the code lines become: 
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    j = 0; 
for (i=0; i < 4; i++) { 
    j = j+10; 
} 

4.2.1.4 Loop Unrolling 
Loop unrolling is well known methodology, which intends to increase instruction 
level parallelism of the loop by unrolling the loop body several times to combine 
several loop iterations together. It reduces the overhead due to the control statement of 
the loop hence the switching activities are reduced. Let us take the following example 
where the original loop has to iterate twenty times. 
 
for (i=0; i < 20; i++) { 
    a[i]=b[i]; 
} 
for (i=0; i < 20; i+=5) { 
    a[i]=b[i]; 
   a[i+1]=b[i+1]; 
  a[i+2]=b[i+2]; 
 a[i+3]=b[i+3]; 
a[i+4]=b[i+4]; 
} 
 
The new loop will have to iterate only four times resulting in less power consumption 
due to the reduction in the loop control statements. 
 

4.2.2 Minimizing Memory Access 

Memory access is always being the bottleneck of the power reduction and 
performance as its impact on both is significant. Luckily by improving performance 
due to the memory access we also improve the power consumption. Reducing power 
consumption due to the memory system tend to fall in the following categories: 
 
- Reducing the total memory required. 
- Reducing the number of memory accesses. 
- Putting the frequently accessed memory as close as possible to the processor. 
- Exploiting efficiently the available memory bandwidth 

4.2.2.1 Loop Tiling 
Loop tiling is a powerful loop transformation methodology, which helps to minimise 
the cache miss. 
Let us take three matrices A, B and C, where C=AB. 
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < N; j++) { 
for (k = 0; k < N; k++) { 
c[i][j] = c[i][j] +a[i][k] * b[k][j]; } }  } 
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By analysing the algorithm, we can remark that we read back each element of the 
matrix A after N Multiply-and Sum operation, we read back each element of the 
matrix B after N2 Multiply-and Sum operations. We refer to each element of C after 
each Multiply-and Sum operation. 
If N is large and the cache size is small, this algorithm will lead to a huge number of 
misses, resulting in high energy consumption. 
 
By tiling the loop, we will divide N iterations to sub iterations with the size T, and we 
will minimize the time separation between to consecutive references of A and B. 
Loop tiling will transform it as follows: 
 
for (i = 0; i < N; i+=T) { 
for (j = 0; j < N; j+=T) { 
for (k = 0; k < N; k+=T) { 
for (ii = i; ii < min(i+T, N); ii++) { 
for (jj = j; jj < min(j+T, N); jj++) { 
for (kk = k; kk < min(k+T, N); kk++) { 
c[ii][jj] = c[ii][jj] + a[ii][kk] * b[kk][jj]; }   }   } 
 }   }  } 
 
Where T represents the size of the sub iterations. 
By partitioning the loop iteration space into smaller blocks, we minimise the cache 
miss ratio and we ensure data is stayed in the cache until it is reused, in the same time 
we reduce the cache size requirements [11]. 

4.2.2.2 Loop Fusion 
Let us consider the following program with two separated loops. 
 
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) { 
a[i] = 1; } 
 
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) { 
a[i] = a[i] + 1; } 
 
We can remark clearly that two consecutive references to the same array element are 
separated by the whole array. Just like loop tiling, if N is too large and the cache size 
is small. We will need to refetch some elements of the array A to perform the second 
loop 
By fusing both loops together, we will ensure using the reference of the array element 
when it is accessed for both loops and we will be reducing the cache misses [11]. 

4.2.2.3 Loop permutation 
Loop permutation or loop interchange intends to improve the cache locality when 
accessing to an array elements. By looking at the program below, we can see that it 
does not have the best cache locality as the arrays are placed by row-major mode in 
the cache [11]. 
 
for (i = 0; i < 20; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < 100; j++) { 
A[i,j] =i+j ; } 
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The program will get better locality after exchanging the order of the two iterations. 
After the transformation the program will be: 
 
for (j = 0; j < 100; j++) { 
for (i = 0; i < 20; i++) { 
A[i,j] =i+j ; 
} 
} 

4.2.2.4 On-Chip Versus Off-Chip memory 
As we mentioned in the section 4.1.1 the memory system consumes an important 
amount of the energy budget, to be more specific, Off-Chip memory is more 
expensive to access than the On-Chip memory due to high capacitance of data and 
address bus also due to the operating voltage, which is used by the technology of the 
external memory. Figure 4-1 illustrates the average power cost versus the frequency 
in two cases of Altera Cyclone II device, where a computer system is implemented 
using NIOS II and an On-Chip RAM. In the second case the on-chip RAM is replaced 
by an Off-Chip SDRAM. 
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Figure 4-1: Cyclone II average power versus the frequency 

4.2.3 Energy Cost Driven Instruction Selection 

During the software design, one should sagely exploit the logical shift operation and 
the arithmetic addition when dealing with multiplications unless it is needed to use the 
dedicated multiplier. 
Instructions are selected either automatically by compilers or manually in some 
circumstances. In both cases, their selection must be based on their base energy cost, 
which is provided by the machine manufacturer. The base energy cost of an 
instruction is just the average drawn power multiplied by the number of cycles taken 
by the instruction, where the average power is the average current multiplied by the 
power supply voltage [12]. 
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4.2.3.1 Instructions Reordering 
Reordering of instructions is a method, which intends to reduce the switching 
activities due to overall circuit state overhead between consecutive instructions 
without changing the behavior of the program. A research has shown that for some 
processors, this method is not beneficial especially for general purpose processors. 
However the benefit is important when used for DSPs [13]. 

4.2.3.2 Dual Memory Loads 
Some DSPs such as Fujitsu offers the feature to load two memory operands to 
registers in one cycle. This technique is worthy to be utilized as it is beneficial for 
energy saving. A research has demonstrated that saving reached 47% by maximizing 
dual loads [13]. 

4.2.3.3 Swapping Multiplication Operands 
Booth algorithm based multiplier treats the operands differently when they are 
swapped resulting in dramatic difference in power consumption although the logical 
behavior is the same. This difference is due to the number of additions and 
subtractions required, which depends on the recording weight of the second operand. 
Hence it is recommended in processors, which employ booth algorithm to swap the 
operands based on their recording weights. The lower recording weight operand 
should be in the second input of the multiplier. Most of the cases energy saving is 
between 10 and 30 %. Operands swapping can be applied to ALUs and floating-point 
operations to minimize the switching activities due to the sequence of the input values 
[14]. 

4.2.3.4 Instruction Packing 
Some DSPs and processors offer the instruction-packing feature, which allows an 
ALU operation and a memory data transfer to be packed into a single instruction. The 
idea behind instruction packing is to eliminate the single instruction overhead that is 
not duplicated when the operations are executed in parallel. The research has shown 
that packing always leads to large energy reductions [13]. 

4.2.3.5 Power Management Settings 
Low power processors provide the ability to reduce the power consumption by setting 
some control register bits or through instructions to power down some modules by 
shutting down their clocks. The setting includes also frequency or operating voltage 
reduction. By utilizing these features we can save significant energy through software. 
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5 Power Estimation Techniques 
Recently power estimation has become one of the important issues for FPGA vendors. 
Today’s market circumstances push designers hard to strive for efficient techniques to 
quantify systems power to meet the power constraints. Efficient and accurate power 
estimation tools allow designers to check several implementations power efficiency 
before going to the fabrication. In this chapter we will survey some of the power 
estimation techniques that have been previously proposed. 
 

5.1 Introduction 
As we have seen in the source of power dissipation chapter, the leakage power 
(subthreshold and gate leakage power) can be ignored if we speak about a technology 
where the dynamic components (switching, short circuit, and glitch power) are 
dominant. This feature makes the power dissipation highly dependent on the 
switching activity, meaning a more active circuit will consume more energy. The 
power due to the spurious glitches can be modeled just by adding their switching 
activity factors and load capacitances to the circuit ordinary ones. Short circuit power 
dissipation is the power dissipated due to a direct current flow from the power supply 
to the ground during the rise and fall times of each transition. The simplest method to 
take in consideration the short circuit power dissipation is to set it as a percentage of 
the dynamic power dissipation, usually 10% [3]. 
Hence, for the power estimation techniques we will consider only the dynamic 
average power, which can be expressed as: 
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where fClk is the operating clock frequency, VDD is the operating voltage, Ci and iα  are 
the load capacitance and the number of transitions per clock cycle of the ith node 
respectively. Based on above equation, the power estimation is all about finding the 
number of transitions of each node in a circuit. 
For periodic switching activity, the power estimation is simple, e.g. if the node has an 
output capacitance CL and generates a simple clock signal with frequency f, then the 
average power dissipated is , where VDD is the operating voltage. In general, 
the switching activity is aperiodic and input pattern dependent. This characteristic 
complicates the power estimation. For complex systems, it is almost impossible to 
simulate the circuit for all possible inputs, thus to develop an accurate and efficient 
power model, accurate information about the input pattern is needed.  

LDD fCV 2

5.2 Circuit Simulation 
The most direct method to quantify the power dissipation in a circuit is to monitor the 
average power supply current while circuit is being simulated as shown in the below 
figure. This method is characterized by its accuracy and can be applied for any type of 
technology and architecture, however it is computationally expensive and the result 
may not reflect to the reality as it is corresponding to the inputs, which drive the 
simulator. This issue is called pattern-dependence. For n bit input system, we will 
need to simulate for 4n patterns, as each input can be 0,1,01 or 10. Hence an accurate 
input pattern is needed. On the other hand it is very difficult to specify the input 
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pattern for large systems when they are not yet designed completely, even if one tries 
to guess it is almost impossible to hit the typical input for large systems. For such 
reasons research have introduced the probabilistic approach instead of dealing with 
large number of input patterns [15]. 
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Figure 5-1: Flow of simulation based power estimation 
 

5.3 Statistical Techniques 
In order to solve the pattern-dependence problem several statistical techniques have 
been proposed. Basically, the main idea of these statistical techniques is common. It is 
based on applying randomly generated input patterns, at the primary inputs, and 
monitoring the convergence of the power dissipation. The simulation is stopped when 
the measured power is close enough to the true average power. 
 
Total Power (McPower) is one of the earliest statistical approaches, which uses Monte 
Carlo simulation to estimate the total average power. The methodology procedure 
consists of applying randomly N input patterns to the primary circuit inputs and 
monitoring the dissipated energy per clock cycle. 
Let p  and s be the average and standard deviation of the power measured over a time 
period T and PAverage is the average power. Hence, the error in the average power 
estimated can be expressed with a confidence of %100)1( ×−α as: 
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Therefore, for a desired percentage error ε  in the power estimate and for a given 
confidence %100)1( ×−α  we must simulate the circuit until: 
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Interestingly, the user can specify the required accuracy and confidence, also we do 
not need to worry about the issue of the internal nodes dependence that we will 
consider as problematic in the probabilistic techniques. However the primary inputs 
need to be independent. 
One of the disadvantages of this approach is that the estimated average power 
corresponds to the circuit as a whole, while we do not know the dissipated power in 
each gate or in a group of a set of gates. This issue has been targeted in Iindividual 
Power (MED) approach to estimate both individual and total power. The main reason 
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behind the need of the individual power is to locate the parts of the circuits consuming 
bigger amount of power [15]. 
 

5.4 Probabilistic Techniques 
Probabilistic approach came to solve the problem of pattern-dependence, which leads 
to a large number of simulation runs. Using the probability techniques one can 
compute the fraction of cycles in which an input signal makes a transition and use this 
information to compute the average power in one single simulation run. This 
approach requires the probability propagation models for library components. Since 
the user is still required to give the information about the typical behavior of the 
system in terms of probabilities but not complete and specific information, the process 
is called a weakly pattern-dependent. The below figure shows the probabilistic flow 
of the power estimation. 
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Figure 5-2: Flow of probability based power estimation 

5.4.1 Signal Probability-Based Approach 

Before we go further into the approach principle, let us refresh our minds about how 
signal probabilities are propagated through the basic gates. The below figure 
represents the signal probabilities propagation in the basic gates, the propagation is 
correct only if we assume that the primary inputs of the gates are mutually 
independent, where P1 and P2 are the probabilities that the corresponding inputs are 
1. 
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Figure 5-3: Probabilities propagation in the basic gates 

Let us take an example where the inputs are correlated. 
 

P1=0.5

P2=0.5

POut=0

 
Figure 5-4: Correlated inputs 
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If we suppose that P1=P2=0.5, by applying the rule of the signal probability 
propagation when the inputs are not correlated, we get POut=0.25. One can observe 
that the result is wrong in our case as the inputs are correlated and POut is always 0. 
This is the main problem, which will be caused by the correlation in the internal 
nodes. Hence, accurate methods are required to handle the correlation.  
 
The first probabilistic approach, which uses the signal probabilities propagation, 
ignores the glitches power and the input signals dependency. The switching activity of 
a node x is defined as the transition (1 to 0 or 0 to 1) probability. If the input signals 
fulfil the spatial and temporal independence, we can compute the transition 
probability as: 
  

                                                          
                                                          (5-3) [ ])(1)(2)()(2)( xPxPxPxPxP sssst −==

 
where   and )(xPs )(xPs  are the probabilities that x=1 and x=0, respectively. 
The spatial independence refers to the uncorrelated signals, which means e.g. two 
inputs signals should not be always equal or inverted as we explained in the correlated 
inputs example. Also the above equation assumes that the values of the same signal in 
two successive clock cycles are independent, which is referred to the temporal 
independence. 
 
Once the transitions probabilities are calculated for each node, the average power can 
be computed as if we ignore the glitches power by assuming that the propagation 
delay of the gates is null: 
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Where fClk is the operating clock frequency, VDD is the operating voltage, Ci and  
are the load capacitance and the transition probability of ith node respectively. 
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For a NOR gate where the inputs are switching each clock cycle the transition 

probability will be: 
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And by assuming the internal nodes capacitances are null, we simply can compute the 
average power using the above equation. 

 
OutClkDDAverage CfVP 2

16
3

= where COut is the output capacitance of the NOR gate [14]. 
 

5.4.2 Transition Density-Based Approach 

This approach came to improve the accuracy of the signal probability approach by 
representing the transition probability by the transition density where the toggle 
power is considered. 
The transition density is defined as the number of transitions per second the signal x(t) 
makes in a time interval of length T. it is given as: 
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Where is the number of transitions during the time T. )(Tnx

The average power in a circuit with n nodes can be computed as: 
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Where VDD is the operating voltage, Ci and  are the load capacitance and the 
transition density in the ith node respectively. 
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Similarly to the transition probability approach where the probabilities need to 
propagate through the whole circuit, the density values need to propagate as well in 
this approach from the inputs to the node output. 
At the node y with a set of inputs x0, x1... xn the transition density is given by: 
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of time that the signal is high. Unlike the signal probability used in the previous 
approach which uses the average of clock cycles in which the steady state of the 
signal is high. By the use of the equilibrium probability, the gates delays will be 
automatically considered. 
 If we take the example of an OR gate with the inputs x1 and x2, the transition density 
at the output y will be: 
 

)()1()()1()( 2112 xDxPxDxPyD ⊕+⊕=  
)()()()()( 2112 xDxPxDxPyD +=  

Finally: )())(1()())(1()( 2112 xDxPxDxPyD −+−=                                          (5-8) 

By following the same algorithm we derive the transition density for inverter and 
AND gate. The below figure summarize the results where P and D are the signal 
probability and the transition density respectively. 
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Figure 5-5: Transition density propagation in the basic gates 

It has been proved that the relationship between the transition probability  and 
the transition density  in synchronous circuits is: 
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where TClk is the clock period. 
 
The transition density leads to the accurate average power as the glitches power is 
taken in account. In case of zero-delay nodes, there will be no difference between the 
computed result through the transition probability and the transition density 

. However transition density approach also ignores the spatial and temporal 
independence. By using BDDs, we handle both spatial and temporal correlation. One 
disadvantage of the use of BDDs, for the whole circuit tends to limit the size of the 
circuit that can be analyzed [15]. Following table summarize the characteristics of the 
studied power estimation techniques. 

)(xPt

)(xD

 
Approach Can Handle 

Correlation?  
Glitches power 

awareness? 
Individual gate power? 

Transition probability No No Yes 
Transition density No Yes Yes 

Statistical techniques Yes Yes No 

Table 5-1: Main characteristics of the studied power estimation techniques. 

5.5 Altera power estimation tool 
Altera provides FPGA designers with a CAD tool for power estimation called 
PowerPlay Power Analyzer, which can be used to estimate the power after the design 
is completed, Altera also provides spreadsheet power estimation tool to be used in the 
early design phases called Quartus II Early Power Estimator File. 

5.5.1 Spreadsheet power estimation tool 

This tool requires the designer to input the device information, operating frequency, 
the estimated switching activity factor and other parameters such as the ambient 
temperature. 

The dynamic power is calculated based on the following equation: 
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After providing the estimated toggle rate for each block in the system. 
The spreadsheet contains the information about the leakage power per FPGA 
resource. Hence the total static power is obtained by just calculating the power in all 
configured resources in the core by using: 
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The information required by the spreadsheet can be manually entered or imported 
after the design has been simulated. 

5.5.2 PowerPlay power analyzer tool 

Generally CAD tools for power estimation require the user to simulate the design 
based on the specified test bench or test vectors. During the system simulation, the 
logic simulator computes the transition density and the signal probability at each 
node. The power estimator tool will use those data to calculate the total power. The 
estimated power will always depend on the test vector. 
PowerPlay power analyzer estimates the system power just after the design is 
synthesized and fit in the target device to know how the design is routed and placed. 
PowerPlay power analyzer allows four types of signal activity sources [17]. 
 

5.5.2.1 Simulation results 
The PowerPlay power analyzer reads the waveform generated by the logic simulator 
such as Quartus II or ModelSim etc… then the signal probability and the toggle rate 
are calculated and stored in a (.saf) file. 

5.5.2.2 Node and entity assignments 
It is also possible to assign specific toggle rate and static probability to individual 
nodes and entities. These assignments are taken with higher priority than the other 
sources. This feature can be used if you have a specific knowledge about a signal or 
an entity. 

5.5.2.3 Timing assignments to clock nodes 
The power analyser derives the toggle rate when neither simulation data nor user 
specified signal activity data is available for the clock nodes e.g. a clock node with a 
frequency 50 MHz corresponds to 100 million transitions per second. 

5.5.2.4 Default toggle rate 
User-entered default toggle rate for primary inputs and all other nodes in the design 
can be used when the signal activity data has not been specified by any method. The 
toggle rate can be specified in absolute terms (transitions per second) or as a fraction 
of the clock rate in effect for each particular node. e.g. if a node belongs to a clock 
domain of 100 MHz , the node default toggle rate of 20% will correspond to 20 (0.2 
times 100 ) million transitions per second. 

5.5.2.5 Vectorless Estimation 
For nodes with no simulation or user-entered signal activity data, vectorless 
estimation statically estimates the signal activity of a node based on the signal 
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activities of all nodes feeding that node and the actual logic function implemented by 
the node. Vectorless Estimation takes higher priority than the default toggle rates 
when enabled but does not override the clock assignments. 

5.5.3 PowerPlay Power Analyzer Evaluation 

5.5.3.1 Methodology 
The development board we used for this comparison does not facilitate a direct total 
power measurement. However we found a workaround method to measure accurately 
the currents drawn by the FPGA device.  
Figure 5-6 shows that the total dissipated power can be divided in two components 
where the first is due to the IOs and it is contributed by the currents drawn by VCCIO 
pins, which are connected to 3.3V power supply. The total IOs current has been 
measured directly by placing the Ammeter instead of the resistor, which is added for 
the purpose, for more information refer to the board schematic in attachment 1. 
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Figure 5-6: Power Supply Pins in Cyclone II EP2C35 

The second component is due to the currents drawn by VCCINT and VCC12 pins in 
the FPGA device. VCCINT and VCC12 pins are connected directly to the output of 
1.2V regulation circuit. To measure the total current drawn by VCCINT and VCC12 
pins, we had to insert a small shunt with 1.25 Ω at the input of the regulator circuit as 
the complexity of the board does not ease placing the shunt at the output. Measuring 
the input current instead of the output current makes no difference since the current 
flowing in of the regulator’s ground pin is only few micro amps. The below figure 
illustrates a schematic been used for measuring the real drawn currents by VCCINT 
and VCC12 pins. The measured voltage across the shunt represents the current drawn 
by VCCINT and VCC12 pins in the FPGA core. 
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Figure 5-7: Real power measurement drawn by VCC12 and VCCINT pins. 
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5.5.3.2 Error Versus Frequency 
For different frequencies, we have taken several power measurements for the same 
design and compared them against the estimated power. The design used is a 
computer system based on NIOS II plus On-chip memory. The below figure shows 
that Quartus II PowerPlay Power Analyzer is an accurate tool for power analysis. The 
information of the actual design placement, routing and logic configuration and the 
simulated waveforms contribute to high accuracy for dynamic power estimation. It 
has been reported that on average it provides ±10 percent accuracy when used with 
accurate design information. This result of accuracy is consistent with our finding 
when comparing the real power measurement with the PowerPlay estimation result 
for a NIOS II and On-chip memory based system. 
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Figure 5-8: PowerPlay Estimation and Real Power Measurement 

5.5.3.3 Error Versus Diffrent Designs 
We have evaluated the accuracy of PowerPlay Power Analyzer result against the real 
power measurement for cyclone II device where we engaged several HW designs for 
matrix multiplication for nxn size and a basic NIOS II\e computer system in the 
comparison. The below graph shows that Quartus II PowerPlay Power Analyzer is an 
accurate tool for power estimation with 7% absolute error in average compared to the 
real measurement. 
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Figure 5-9: PowerPlay Estimation Error compared to the real measurement. 
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6 Matrix Multiplication Designs 
Matrix multiplication is most often involved in graphics, image processing, digital 
signal processing, robotics and control engineering applications. In this chapter we 
compared and analyzed the power and energy consumption in three different designs, 
which multiply two matrices A and B of nxn 32-bit items and put the result in C 
matrix of nxn 64-bit items. The first two designs use FPGA HW with different 
number of storage registers 2n and 2n2 and the third design uses a computer system 
piloted by NIOS II\e processor with On-Chip memory. We also showed that NIOS 
II\e is not an energy efficient alternative to multiply nxn matrices compared to HW 
matrix multiplier on FPGA. 

6.1 Related Work 
The area of matrix multiplication has been extensively explored due to the evolution 
of DSP applications. Similar work has been done by Seonil Choi and Viktor K. 
Prasanna in [18] within three different platforms: The Xilinx Virtex-II Pro, the Texas 
Instruments DSP (TMS32OC6415) and the Intel's XScale based PXA250 processor. 
The Xilinx FPGA platform was the ideal choice for nxn matrix multiplication in terms 
of energy and latency efficiency between the Texas Instruments DSP and the Intel 
processor, while the latter lead to the longest latency and offers a slight gain in energy 
as compared to the Texas Instruments DSP. The Xilinx FPGA matrix multiplication 
design uses the linear array architecture with 15 processing elements and the 
algorithm presented in [19]. 
Other related work is done by Oskar Mencer, Martin Morf and Michael J. Flynn in 
[20], within Xlinx platform where they compared the throughput of 4x4 matrix 
multiplier in three different designs. The first design which suffices with the Synopsys 
FPGA Express II complier and multiple bit-serial multipliers using booth encoding 
performs the matrix multiplication in 39 clock ticks and allow 15 MHz as the 
maximum operating frequency, while the other last two designs which employ the 
parameterized circuit generators with different multiplication algorithm reduce the 
latency by 31% and 51% of the first design and permit 33 MHz as the maximum 
operating frequency. 

6.2 Three Designs 
In this section we will present a high-level architecture, algorithm and resources that 
have been utilized in three different solutions for matrix multiplication. Our solutions 
fall into two design categories: 
 

• General Purpose Processor based design. 
• Single Purpose Processor based design. 

 
Altera NIOS design  - C solution, which uses a simple general purpose processor and 
On-Chip memory to perform the matrix multiplication. 
HW design 1 - VHDL program and HW design 2 - VHDL program, both solutions will 
not employ a program memory to perform the matrix multiplication, however they 
will use different number of resources. HW design 1 - VHDL program employs 2n 
registers for temporary storage elements, n multipliers and n-1 cascaded adders, on 
the other hand HW design 2 - VHDL program uses 2n2 registers for temporary storage 
elements, n multipliers and n-1 cascaded adders. 
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6.2.1 Altera NIOS design  - C program 

In general purpose processor based solution for matrix multiplication, we employed a 
basic computer system based on a simple core architecture processor, which is NIOS 
II\e with On-Chip memory and the summation convention algorithm listed in the 
below figures. 
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Figure 6-1: Basic computer system based on NIOS II\e and On-Chip memory 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < n; j++) { 
for (k = 0; k < n; k++) { 
C[i][j] = C[i][j] +A[i][k]*B[k][j]; 
} }  } 

Figure 6-2: Matrix multiplication using summation convention algorithm. 

The power cost due to the above piece of code remains almost constant regardless of 
the changes of data to be computed and the size of the matrices, on the other hand if 
we only guess that the design latency is different from the other HW designs, the 
power will not be a good measure to evaluate the design cost and we have to look at 
the energy. 

NIOS II\e has no HW multiplier, for multiplication purpose, NIOS II compiler 
engages the Shift-Add algorithm which causes an enormous difference in latency as 
compared to the HW solutions for matrix multiplication. 

The difference springs of the complexity order which is always 3 and the content of 
the left operand a[i][k]. By the word content we refer to the number of 1’s and the 
highest weight in the left operand a[i][k]. 
 
Based on NIOS II\e instructions set latency and the assembly codes shown in figure 6-
3 and figure 6-4, which are generated by Nios II  9.0 IDE compiler, we built the 
latency formula for the C code illustrated in figure 6-2.  

The latency formula can be wrritten as: 
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The below figure illustrates the assemly code for the program lines shown in figure 6-
2 for 2x2 matrix multiplication. 
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
0x000040b4 <main+88>:  stw    zero,-68(fp) 
0x000040b8 <main+92>:  ldw    r2,-68(fp) 
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0x000040bc <main+96>:  cmpgei r2,r2,2 
0x000040c0 <main+100>: bne    r2,zero,0x41c0 <main+356> 
0x000041b0 <main+340>: ldw    r2,-68(fp) 
0x000041b4 <main+344>: addi   r2,r2,1 
0x000041b8 <main+348>: stw    r2,-68(fp) 
0x000041bc <main+352>: br     0x40b8 <main+92> 
for (j = 0; j < 2; j++) { 
0x000040c4 <main+104>: stw    zero,-64(fp) 
0x000040c8 <main+108>: ldw    r2,-64(fp) 
0x000040cc <main+112>: cmpgei r2,r2,2 
0x000040d0 <main+116>: bne    r2,zero,0x41b0 <main+340> 
0x000041a0 <main+324>: ldw    r2,-64(fp) 
0x000041a4 <main+328>: addi   r2,r2,1 
0x000041a8 <main+332>: stw    r2,-64(fp) 
0x000041ac <main+336>: br     0x40c8 <main+108> 
for (k = 0; k < 2; k++) { 
0x000040d4 <main+120>: stw    zero,-60(fp) 
0x000040d8 <main+124>: ldw    r2,-60(fp) 
0x000040dc <main+128>: cmpgei r2,r2,2 
0x000040e0 <main+132>: bne    r2,zero,0x41a0 <main+324> 
0x00004190 <main+308>: ldw    r2,-60(fp) 
0x00004194 <main+312>: addi   r2,r2,1 
0x00004198 <main+316>: stw    r2,-60(fp) 
0x0000419c <main+320>: br     0x40d8 <main+124> 
c[i][j] = c[i][j] +a[i][k] * b[k][j]; 
0x000040e4 <main+136>: ldw    r3,-68(fp) 
0x000040e8 <main+140>: mov    r2,r3 
0x000040ec <main+144>: add    r3,r2,r3 
0x000040f0 <main+148>: ldw    r2,-64(fp) 
0x000040f4 <main+152>: add    r2,r3,r2 
0x000040f8 <main+156>: slli   r2,r2,2 
0x000040fc <main+160>: addi   r3,fp,-68 
0x00004100 <main+164>: add    r2,r2,r3 
0x00004104 <main+168>: addi   r16,r2,44 
0x00004108 <main+172>: ldw    r3,-68(fp) 
0x0000410c <main+176>: mov    r2,r3 
0x00004110 <main+180>: add    r3,r2,r3 
0x00004114 <main+184>: ldw    r2,-64(fp) 
0x00004118 <main+188>: add    r2,r3,r2 
0x0000411c <main+192>: slli   r2,r2,2 
0x00004120 <main+196>: addi   r3,fp,-68 
0x00004124 <main+200>: add    r2,r2,r3 
0x00004128 <main+204>: addi   r17,r2,44 
0x0000412c <main+208>: ldw    r3,-68(fp) 
0x00004130 <main+212>: mov    r2,r3 
0x00004134 <main+216>: add    r3,r2,r3 
0x00004138 <main+220>: ldw    r2,-60(fp) 
0x0000413c <main+224>: add    r2,r3,r2 
0x00004140 <main+228>: slli   r2,r2,2 
0x00004144 <main+232>: addi   r3,fp,-68 
0x00004148 <main+236>: add    r2,r2,r3 
0x0000414c <main+240>: addi   r4,r2,12 
0x00004150 <main+244>: ldw    r3,-60(fp) 
0x00004154 <main+248>: mov    r2,r3 
0x00004158 <main+252>: add    r3,r2,r3 
0x0000415c <main+256>: ldw    r2,-64(fp) 
0x00004160 <main+260>: add    r2,r3,r2 
0x00004164 <main+264>: slli   r2,r2,2 
0x00004168 <main+268>: addi   r3,fp,-68 
0x0000416c <main+272>: add    r2,r2,r3 
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0x00004170 <main+276>: addi   r2,r2,28 
0x00004174 <main+280>: ldw    r4,0(r4) 
0x00004178 <main+284>: ldw    r5,0(r2) 
0x0000417c <main+288>: call   0x41dc <__mulsi3> 
0x00004180 <main+292>: mov    r3,r2 

0x00004184 <main+296>: ldw    r2,0(r17) 
0x00004188 <main+300>: add    r2,r2,r3 
0x0000418c <main+304>: stw    r2,0(r16) 
} }  } 
 
Figure 6-3: The assemly code for the program lines shown in figure 6-2 for 2x2 
matrix multiplication. 
 
0x000041dc <__mulsi3>:    mov  r3,zero 
  USItype cnt = a; 
    while (cnt) 
    { 
      if (cnt & 1) 
0x000041e4 <__mulsi3+8>:  andi r2,r4,1 
0x000041ec <__mulsi3+16>: beq  r2,zero,0x41f4 <__mulsi3+24> 
        { 
   res += b;    
0x000041f0 <__mulsi3+20>: add  r3,r3,r5 
 } 
      b <<= 1; 
0x000041f4 <__mulsi3+24>: add  r5,r5,r5 
      cnt >>= 1; 
0x000041e0 <__mulsi3+4>:  beq  r4,zero,0x41fc <__mulsi3+32> 
0x000041e8 <__mulsi3+12>: srli r4,r4,1 
0x000041f8 <__mulsi3+28>: bne  r4,zero,0x41e4 <__mulsi3+8> 
    } 
      return res; 
} 
0x000041fc <__mulsi3+32>: mov  r2,r3 
0x00004200 <__mulsi3+36>: ret  

Figure 6-4: The multipliaction routine which uses the Shift-Add algorithm 

 
The equation latency (6-1) is fully accurate and it has been verified and crosschecked 
against the latency computed by the timer method to compute the program 
performance. 

The following shows an example of verification of  program performance using the 
timer method: 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "system.h" 
#include "io.h" 
#include "sys/alt_timestamp.h" 
#include "alt_types.h" 
int main (void) 
{ 
int i,j,k, N=2; 
int a[2][2]={{256,512},{300,768}}; 
int b[2][2]={{10,11},{12,13}}; 
int c[2][2]={{0,0},{0,0}};;   
alt_u32 time1; 
alt_u32 time2; 
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alt_u32 overhead; 
if (alt_timestamp_start() < 0) 
{ 
printf ("No timestamp device available\n"); 
} 
else 
{  
 

////////////////////////////////////////   
time1 = alt_timestamp(); 
time2= alt_timestamp(); 
overhead=time2-time1; 
time1 = alt_timestamp(); 
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < 2; j++) { 
for (k = 0; k < 2; k++) { 
c[i][j] = c[i][j] +a[i][k] * b[k][j]; 
} }  } 
time2 = alt_timestamp(); 
//////////////////////////////////////// 
 
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < 2; j++) { 
printf ("%d  %",c[i][j]);}} 
     
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < 2; j++) { 
c[i][j]=0;}} 
 
printf("\n"); 
printf ("time in function = %u ticks\n", 
(unsigned int) (time2 - time1-overhead)); 
printf ("Number of ticks per second = %u\n",(unsigned int)alt_timestamp_freq()); 
} 
return 0; 
} 

Figure 6-5: Program performance using the timer method. 

 
The best latency case is when multiplying a zero matrix: 

                    (6-2) 287676366 23 +++= nnnL

while the worst case for 32–bit multiplication is when all weights are equal to 31 and 
the number of 1’s in all items is equal to 32:  

2876761582 23 +++= nnnL                     (6-3) 

Based on the above analysis, the Shift-Add algorithm latency depends only on the 
content of the left operand a[i][k], one can always  exchange the operands for better 
latency [14]. 

6.2.2 HW design 1 - VHDL program 

In the first HW solution for matrix multiplication, we employed 2n registers for 
temporary storage elements with n multipliers and n-1 cascaded adders. Figure 6-6 
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illustrates the high-level architecture of the design where the matrices A, B and C use 
separate memory blocks. 

A 
(nxn)

B
(nxn)

FS
M

 and R
esources

C 
(nxn)

 

Figure 6-6: High- level architecture for HW solution for matrix multiplication. 

 
The below figure shows the algorithm been followed which allows a full exploitation 
of the resources and produce the matrix C items as soon as Data is available from A 
rows and B columns, each C matrix item is computed after each n clock ticks. 
 
For i =1 to n 
Read A_Rowi and B_ Column1 
Compute Ci1 
For j =2 to n 
Read B_Columnj 
Compute Cij 
 Next j 
 Next i  
Figure 6-7: High-level algorithm for the first solution. 

To compute a row in C Matrix we need n readings from A and nn )1( − readings from 
B matrix as the first column in B matrix is always read concurrently with any row of 
A matrix. For n rows the latency is given by: 
 

[ ] 3)1( nnnnnL =−+=      (6-4)                         

 
The complexity order remains 3 due to the memory access bottleneck as we are 
shorthanded in terms of temporary storage elements, the first n registers set are 
dedicated to A rows and the second set of n registers are dedicated to B columns. To 
compute the whole matrix C, each row in A needs to be fetched only once while B 
columns need to be fetched n times. The matrices separation in different memory 
blocks permits writing the computed items concurrently and reading first column of B 
matrix with any row of A matrix in parallel, this parallelism contributes to reduce the 
latency by eliminating the exponentiation component n2 from the latency equation, 
this exponentiation part would appear if we are restricted to write C matrix in a 
separate clock cycle when using only one memory block. 
The below figure shows the timing diagram of the availably of C matrix items at the 
output of the adder and at the memory locations of C block. 
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Figure 6-8: Timing Diagram for 2x2 size matrix multiplication. 

6.2.3 HW design 2 - VHDL program 

In this HW solution for matrix multiplication, we utilized the same architecture been 
used in the previous solution, we also kept n multipliers and n-1 cascaded adders, 
however we increased the resources in terms of temporary storage registers instead of 
2n registers we employed 2n2 to prevent the memory access bottleneck. The below 
figure illustrates the high-level algorithm been used to compute the C matrix. 
 
 For i =1 to n       
 Store A_ Rowi  and  Store B_Columni 
Compute C Matrix items as soon as Data is available 
Next n 
Figure 6-9: High-level algorithm for the second solution. 
 
By the use of the above algorithm and 2n2 registers we managed to reduce the order of 
the complexity to 2. During the first n2 cycles, we store A rows and B columns and at 
the same time we compute the first C row as soon as the data is available to perform 
the computation. 
During this period, the storage of one row of A matrix and one column of B matrix is 
done after each n cycle, as well one item of the first row of C matrix is computed. 
After n2 clock ticks, A and B are already stored and no further memory access is 
needed to fetch A and B items, this time we produce the rest of C matrix items every 
clock cycle. The latency can be given as: 
 

nnnnnL −=−+= 222 2                           (6-5) 

 
Figure 6-10 shows the timing diagram of the availably of C matrix items at the output 
of the adder and at the memory locations of C block. 
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2n2-n Ticks
n2 Ticks

 
 

Figure 6-10: Timing Diagram for 2x2 size matrix multiplication. 
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6.3 Results and Analysis 
In this section we will discuss the sources of power and energy in our designs.  
We will also watch the huge difference between the power and energy, as these two 
terms have been freely interchanged in low power design area. 
 
  Total Power (mw) Cycles Latency (ms) Energy(mJ) 
2x2 160.44 5940 0.1188 0.019060272
4x4 160.44 44644 0.89288 0.143253667
8x8 160.44 352108 7.04216 1.12984415
16x16 160.44 2809948 56.19896 9.016561142

Table 6-1: Altera NIOS\e design power and energy @ 50 MHz (Real Measurements) 

 
  Total Power (mw) Cycles Latency (ns) Energy(nJ) 
2x2 124 8 160 19.84
4x4 129 64 1280 165.12
8x8 137 512 10240 1402.88
16x16 151 4096 81920 12369.92

Table 6-2: HW Design1 power and energy @ 50 MHz (Real Measurements) 

 
  Total Power (mw) Cycles Latency (ns) Energy(nJ) 
2x2 125 6 120 15
4x4 136 28 560 76.16
8x8 150 120 2400 360
16x16 216 496 9920 2142.72

Table 6-3: HW Design2 power and energy @ 50 MHz (Real Measurements) 

 
  Static Dynamic IOs Total 
2x2 79.96 3.88 37.82 121.66
4x4 79.97 6.54 37.83 124.34
8x8 79.99 12.65 37.9 130.54
16x16 80.03 24.8 37.83 142.66

Table 6-4: HW Design1 power @ 50 MHz (PowerPlay Power Analyzer estimations) 

 
  Static Dynamic IOs Total 
2x2 79.97 5.25 38.04 123.26
4x4 79.99 11.78 38.2 129.97
8x8 80.02 19.74 38.14 137.9
16x16 80.15 58.92 38.16 177.23

Table 6-5: HW Design2 power @ 50 MHz (PowerPlay Power Analyzer estimations) 

6.3.1 Power Analysis 

For fair comparison all these three designs perform equal matrix multiplication at 50 
MHz. 
It appears that NIOS II processor dissipates the same amount of power regardless of 
the problem size and the switching activity as shown in figure 6-11. 
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Obviously the dissipated power depends only on the switching activity in this case, 
the question might be posed why the consumed power remains almost constant, this is 
due to the fact that the switching activity happens in the core and the majority of the 
power is contributed by the holding logics involved, the increase in the dynamic 
switching activity due to data changes is not dominant as compared to the static power 
dissipated by the whole FPGA core and the dynamic power consumed by the 
functional units and the IOs, on the other hand, when feeding the processor by 
different problem size with different data content, the same functional units will 
operate at any case. We can conclude that NIOS II processor is not an extreme case 
design to observe the effect of the internal switching activities. 
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Figure 6-11: Dissipated power versus matrix size in the three different designs. 
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Figure 6-12: Number of occupied logic elements in the three different designs. 

The experiment also shows that the HW Design1 uses less power as compared to 
NIOS II and the HW Design2 solutions. It dissipates 6% to 23% less power than 
NIOS II and 16% less in average for all problem sizes. By increasing the problem size 
we increase the number of logic signals and therefore the dissipated power increases 
due to the increase of the number of switching activities per second. Although NIOS 
II area is smaller than the HW Design1 for the matrix size 8x8 and 16x16, the 
consumed power is bigger, this also means that NIOS II solution results in higher 
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effective capacitance, one can deduce that bigger design does not always signify 
higher dissipated power. 
If we take two designs, which are supplied by the same voltage and operate at the 
same frequency, the higher dynamic power design will be the one with higher total 
effective capacitance, which means the sum of the load capacitances multiplied by the 
number of transitions per clock cycle as it is given in the following equation:  

    
∑

=

=
n

i
iiClkDDDynamic CfVP

1

2

2
1 α                                                                                    (6-6) 

 
where fClk is the operating clock frequency, VDD is the operating voltage, Ci and iα  are 
the load capacitance and the number of transitions per clock cycle of the ith node 
respectively. 
The smaller design will dissipate higher power, if it has a higher total effective 
capacitance as compared to the bigger design [14]. 
 
For small sizes matrix multiplication, such as 2x2 and 4x4, Design2 dissipates almost 
equal power as compared to Design1, precisely it dissipates 0.8% and 5% more power 
for 2x2 and 4x4 respectively. On the other hand the effect of 2n2 temporary storage 
registers shows up only in bigger sizes such as 8x8 and 16x16 where Design2 
dissipates 9% and 43% more power as compared to Design1 for 8x8 and 16x16 
respectively. 
For the sizes 2x2 and 4x4 matrix multiplication, Design2 consumes 22% and 15% less 
power as compared to NIOS II solution respectively. However for bigger sizes, the 
dissipated power in Design2 almost reaches NIOS II solution for 8x8 size with 7% 
less dissipated power and surpasses the NIOS II consumed power by 35% for 16x16 
size, this is due to the high number of clocked registers, which are forming 2n2 
temporary storage elements. 

6.3.2 Energy Analysis 

As we mentioned in section 6.2.1, if the designs have different computation time and 
especially if they are targeted for mobile devices, which are often battery powered, the 
average dissipated power is not a measure for battery consumption concern, of course 
power is always good for heat dissipation concern. The following figure shows how 
much energy is dissipated per design for all matrix sizes multiplication. 
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Figure 6-13: Dissipated energy versus matrix size in Design1, Design2 and NIOS II\e 
solution. 

Latency imparts a high impact on energy efficiency. Design2, which draws higher 
current and occupies more area as compared to Design1, is more economical for 
performing the matrix multiplication. 
The saved energy follows the difference in latency  and it is increasing 
dramatically with n. 

nnn −− 23 2

The below graph illustrates how much energy is saved when moving from Design1 to 
Design2. 
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Figure 6-14: Saved energy versus matrix size when using Design2. 

We can observe that the second design offers an important energy saving especially 
for bigger sizes matrix multiplication such as 8x8 and 16x16. 
Figure 13 also shows that NIOS II\e is far to compete with both HW designs for 
energy saving as the difference is huge due to the lack of embedded HW multiplier in 
the processor. The energy is wasted mainly when performing the multiplication using 
the Shift-Add algorithm. NIOS II\e dissipates 1271 to 4208 times more as compared 
to Design2 and dissipates 961 to 729 times more as compared to Design1. These 
differences in energy dissipation are valid only for the matrices used in our 
experiments as the difference depends on the number of 1’s and the highest weight in 
the left operand a[i][k], although if we look at the best latency case, where A is a zero 
matrix with 2x2 size, the gap is still large where NIOS II\e will consume 21 and 28 
times more as compared to Design1 and Design2 respectively.
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7 Conclusions and Discussions 
ASICs allow high flexibility when designing for low power, all the HW oriented 
techniques can be applied to ASICs but not to FPGAs. When FPGAs are targeted for 
use in mobile applications, one can select FPGA device with low static power and 
high flexibility for low power design. 
 
There are several techniques to minimize the power in programmable processors, 
however most of these techniques are not beneficial when dealing with On-Chip 
memory as we have seen in the case of NIOS II\e. 
 
We have studied few power estimation techniques but no single technique is perfect. 
The power estimation tool provided by Altera is reliable tool for power estimation 
with 7% absolute error in average, however for precise power consumption 
awareness, real measurement is always the best. 
 
For matrix multiplication, Design2 which uses 2n2 temporary storage elements is a 
fast and energy efficient design for nxn matrix multiplication as compared to Design1, 
which uses 2n temporary storage elements unless trade-off is to be made between 
area, power, latency and energy. On the other hand NIOS II\e processor is not a good 
choice for matrix multiplication especially for battery power embedded systems, this 
raises the flag of the inefficiency of instuction-stream-based design. Migrating to 
configware which is not instuction-stream-based is a potential key to reduce the 
energy consumption costs. 
 
When dealing with battery-powered devices, both average dissipated power and 
computation latency are important for battery lifetime concern. 
 
For future work, it is very much worthy to use NIOS C2H acceleration compiler and 
see how much it will impact the energy dissipation using NIOS II\e. On the other 
hand, to enrich our research with more information, it is important to involve other 
processors which come with their own embedded HW multiplier and other 
architecture rather than sufficing by a simple RISC processor. Clock gating is a 
possibility to reduce the power and in a future work this would be interesting to study. 
 
One also can evaluate the energy efficiency for the component library for matrix 
multiplication provided by different vendors such as Altera and Xilinx. 
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9 Attachments 
 
Attachment 1 : TERASIC CYCLONE II EP2C35 Development & Education BOARD 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/~sedwards/classes/2007/4840/DE2_schematics.pdf
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Attachment 2: C Code for power measurements for 16x16 matrix multiplication 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
#include <stdio.h> 
int main (void) 
{ 
int i,j,k; 
int a[16][16]={{256,512,300,256,700,800,900,500,256,512,300,256,700,800,900,500}, 
             {400,300,256,300,400,500,600,500,400,300,256,300,400,500,600,500}, 
             {400,500,600,256,400,300,256,300,400,500,600,256,400,300,256,300}, 
             {700,800,900,500,300,400,400,500,700,800,900,500,300,400,400,500}, 
             {400,300,256,300,300,400,900,600,400,300,256,300,300,400,900,600}, 
             {400,500,600,256,400,300,256,300,400,500,600,256,400,300,256,300}, 
             {700,800,900,500,300,400,400,400,700,800,900,500,300,400,400,400}, 
             {256,512,300,256,700,800,900,500,256,512,300,256,700,800,900,500}, 
             {256,512,300,256,700,800,900,500,256,512,300,256,700,800,900,500}, 
             {400,300,256,300,400,500,600,500,400,300,256,300,400,500,600,500}, 
             {400,500,600,256,400,300,256,300,400,500,600,256,400,300,256,300}, 
             {700,800,900,500,300,400,400,500,700,800,900,500,300,400,400,500}, 
             {400,300,256,300,300,400,900,600,400,300,256,300,300,400,900,600}, 
             {400,500,600,256,400,300,256,300,400,500,600,256,400,300,256,300}, 
             {700,800,900,500,300,400,400,400,700,800,900,500,300,400,400,400}, 
             {256,512,300,256,700,800,900,500,256,512,300,256,700,800,900,500} 
             }; 
int b[16][16]={{10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17}, 
             {18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25}, 
             {26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33}, 
             {34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41}, 
             {42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49}, 
             {50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57}, 
             {58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65}, 
             {66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73}, 
             {10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17}, 
             {18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25}, 
             {26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33}, 
             {34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41}, 
             {42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49}, 
             {50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57}, 
             {58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65}, 
             {66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73} 
             }; 
int c[16][16]={{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
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             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
             {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0},}; 
            
while(1){ 
 
//////////////////////////////////////// 
for (i = 0; i < 16; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < 16; j++) { 
for (k = 0; k < 16; k++) { 
c[i][j] = c[i][j] +a[i][k] * b[k][j]; 
} }  } 
///////////////////////////////////////// 
/* 
for (i = 0; i < 16; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < 16; j++) { 
printf ("%d  %",c[i][j]);}}*/ 
 for (i = 0; i < 16; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < 16; j++) { 
c[i][j]=0;}} 
 
} //while 
 
return 0; 
} 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Attachment 3: VHDL Code for 16x16 HW design1 entities 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
---------------------------------------------------------Declaration---------------------------------------------------------- 
 
ibrary ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity Pmem is 
 
generic(    width:integer:=32; 
          AddBits:integer:=8; --Number of bit in 
address will represent the matrix 
          n:integer:=16 --16x16 
          ); 
 
port( 
      PMAddrA: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      PMDataA: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      PMAddrB: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      PMDataB: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0)); 
end Pmem; 
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architecture rtl of Pmem is 
 
   type gpp_pmem is array (0 to (n*n)-1) of std_logic_vector(width-1 
downto 0); --Number of words 
    
 
signal pmemA: gpp_pmem := 
(X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"000002BC",X"000003
20",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"000
00100",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F
4",X"00000258",X"000001F4",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000
012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"00000100",X"00000190",X"0000012
C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"0000
0100",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C", 
                           
X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"0000
01F4",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000384",X"00000258",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000
012C",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000384",X"00000258", 
                           
X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"00000100",X"00000190",X"0000012
C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"0000
0100",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C", 
                           
X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"0000
01F4",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"00000190", 
                           
X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"000002BC",X"0000032
0",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"0000
0100",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"000002BC",X"0000032
0",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"0000
0100",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F
4",X"00000258",X"000001F4",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000
012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"00000100",X"00000190",X"0000012
C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"0000
0100",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C", 
                           
X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"0000
01F4",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000384",X"00000258",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000
012C",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000384",X"00000258", 
                           
X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"00000100",X"00000190",X"0000012
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C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"0000
0100",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C", 
                           
X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"0000
01F4",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"00000190", 
                           
X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"000002BC",X"0000032
0",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"0000
0100",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4"); 
                          
                            
signal pmemB: gpp_pmem := 
(X"0000000a",X"0000000b",X"0000000c",X"0000000d",X"0000000e",X"000000
0f",X"00000010",X"00000011",X"0000000a",X"0000000b",X"0000000c",X"000
0000d",X"0000000e",X"0000000f",X"00000010",X"00000011", 
                           
X"00000012",X"00000013",X"00000014",X"00000015",X"00000016",X"0000001
7",X"00000018",X"00000019",X"00000012",X"00000013",X"00000014",X"0000
0015",X"00000016",X"00000017",X"00000018",X"00000019", 
                           
X"0000001a",X"0000001b",X"0000001c",X"0000001d",X"0000001e",X"0000001
f",X"00000020",X"00000021",X"0000001a",X"0000001b",X"0000001c",X"0000
001d",X"0000001e",X"0000001f",X"00000020",X"00000021", 
                           
X"00000022",X"00000023",X"00000024",X"00000025",X"00000026",X"0000002
7",X"00000028",X"00000029",X"00000022",X"00000023",X"00000024",X"0000
0025",X"00000026",X"00000027",X"00000028",X"00000029", 
                           
X"0000002a",X"0000002b",X"0000002c",X"0000002d",X"0000002e",X"0000002
f",X"00000030",X"00000031",X"0000002a",X"0000002b",X"0000002c",X"0000
002d",X"0000002e",X"0000002f",X"00000030",X"00000031",                       
                           
X"00000032",X"00000033",X"00000034",X"00000035",X"00000036",X"0000003
7",X"00000038",X"00000039",X"00000032",X"00000033",X"00000034",X"0000
0035",X"00000036",X"00000037",X"00000038",X"00000039", 
                           
X"0000003a",X"0000003b",X"0000003c",X"0000003d",X"0000003e",X"0000003
f",X"00000040",X"00000041",X"0000003a",X"0000003b",X"0000003c",X"0000
003d",X"0000003e",X"0000003f",X"00000040",X"00000041", 
                           
X"00000042",X"00000043",X"00000044",X"00000045",X"00000046",X"0000004
7",X"00000048",X"00000049",X"00000042",X"00000043",X"00000044",X"0000
0045",X"00000046",X"00000047",X"00000048",X"00000049", 
                           
X"0000000a",X"0000000b",X"0000000c",X"0000000d",X"0000000e",X"0000000
f",X"00000010",X"00000011",X"0000000a",X"0000000b",X"0000000c",X"0000
000d",X"0000000e",X"0000000f",X"00000010",X"00000011", 
                           
X"00000012",X"00000013",X"00000014",X"00000015",X"00000016",X"0000001
7",X"00000018",X"00000019",X"00000012",X"00000013",X"00000014",X"0000
0015",X"00000016",X"00000017",X"00000018",X"00000019", 
                           
X"0000001a",X"0000001b",X"0000001c",X"0000001d",X"0000001e",X"0000001
f",X"00000020",X"00000021",X"0000001a",X"0000001b",X"0000001c",X"0000
001d",X"0000001e",X"0000001f",X"00000020",X"00000021", 
                           
X"00000022",X"00000023",X"00000024",X"00000025",X"00000026",X"0000002
7",X"00000028",X"00000029",X"00000022",X"00000023",X"00000024",X"0000
0025",X"00000026",X"00000027",X"00000028",X"00000029", 
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X"0000002a",X"0000002b",X"0000002c",X"0000002d",X"0000002e",X"0000002
f",X"00000030",X"00000031",X"0000002a",X"0000002b",X"0000002c",X"0000
002d",X"0000002e",X"0000002f",X"00000030",X"00000031",                       
                           
X"00000032",X"00000033",X"00000034",X"00000035",X"00000036",X"0000003
7",X"00000038",X"00000039",X"00000032",X"00000033",X"00000034",X"0000
0035",X"00000036",X"00000037",X"00000038",X"00000039", 
                           
X"0000003a",X"0000003b",X"0000003c",X"0000003d",X"0000003e",X"0000003
f",X"00000040",X"00000041",X"0000003a",X"0000003b",X"0000003c",X"0000
003d",X"0000003e",X"0000003f",X"00000040",X"00000041", 
                           
X"00000042",X"00000043",X"00000044",X"00000045",X"00000046",X"0000004
7",X"00000048",X"00000049",X"00000042",X"00000043",X"00000044",X"0000
0045",X"00000046",X"00000047",X"00000048",X"00000049"); 
 
begin 
  
   PMDataA<=pmemA(conv_integer(PMAddrA)); 
   PMDataB<=pmemB(conv_integer(PMAddrB)); 
 
end rtl; 
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---------------------------------------------------------MultiplierPlusRomPlusRAM--------------------------------------------------------- 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity MultiplierPlusRomPlusRAM is 
   
generic( width:integer:=32; 
         AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
        
 
port( clk:IN std_logic; 
      MemoryDataOut:OUT std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
      Rst:IN std_logic); 
      
       
end MultiplierPlusRomPlusRAM; 
 
architecture beh of MultiplierPlusRomPlusRAM is 
 
component Mem_IO is 
 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
       AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
    port( 
      clk: IN std_logic; 
      MAddr: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      MDataIn: IN std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
      MWrEna: IN std_logic; 
      MRdEna: IN std_logic; 
      MemoryDataOut: OUT std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0)); 
 
end component; 
 
component Pmem is 
 
generic(    width:integer:=32; 
         AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
 
port( 
      PMAddrA: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      PMDataA: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      PMAddrB: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      PMDataB: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0)); 
end component; 
 
component Matrices_mult is 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
       AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
        
port( clk:IN std_logic; 
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      MAddroutToFetchDataA: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
      MAddroutToFetchDataB: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto  
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
      MDataInA: IN std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataInB: IN std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MAddroutToWriteData: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits  
      MDataOut: OUT std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
      MWriteEna: OUT std_logic; 
      MReadEna: OUT std_logic; 
      Rst:IN std_logic);      
end component; 
 
 
SIGNAL n1 : std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL n2 : std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL n3 : std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL n4 : std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
 
SIGNAL n5 : std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0):="00000000";--
Address bits  
SIGNAL n6 : std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL n7 : std_logic; 
SIGNAL n8 : std_logic; 
 
 
begin 
   
  PmemPmem: Pmem PORT MAP (n1,n2,n3,n4); 
  MultiplierMultiplier:  Matrices_mult PORT MAP 
(clk,n1,n3,n2,n4,n5,n6,n7,n8,Rst); 
  --ram_memory:Mem_IO PORT MAP(clk,n5,n6,n7,n8); 
    
  ram_memory:Mem_IO PORT MAP(clk,n5,n6,n7,n8,MemoryDataOut);   
end beh; 
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---------------------------------------------------------Controller with Operations-------------------------------------------------------- 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity Matrices_mult is 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
       AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
        
port( clk:IN std_logic; 
      MAddroutToFetchDataA: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
      MAddroutToFetchDataB: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
      MDataInA: IN std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataInB: IN std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MAddroutToWriteData: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits  
      MDataOut: OUT std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
      MWriteEna: OUT std_logic; 
      MReadEna: OUT std_logic;  
      Rst:IN std_logic);     
       
end Matrices_mult; 
 
Architecture beh of Matrices_mult is 
 
SIGNAL signal_PCA:std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0):="00000000"; 
SIGNAL signal_PCB:std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0):="00000000"; 
 
TYPE myarrayType IS ARRAY (0 to n-1) OF std_logic_vector(width-1 
DOWNTO 0); 
SIGNAL mydataA,mydataB: myarrayType; 
 
 
SIGNAL count:std_logic_vector(3 downto 0):="0000"; 
SIGNAL countC:std_logic_vector(3 downto 0):="0000"; 
 
SIGNAL start_calculate_process:std_logic:='0'; 
 
SIGNAL s_MAddroutToWriteData:std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits  
 
begin 
process(clk) 
   
VARIABLE i: integer RANGE 0 to 7; 
VARIABLE Sum:std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 
0):=X"0000000000000000"; 
--VARIABLE address:std_logic_vector(3 downto 0):="000000"; 
   
begin 
 
if(clk'event and clk='1') then 
 
mydataA(conv_integer(countC))<=MDataInA; 
mydataB(conv_integer(count))<=MDataInB; 
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count<=count+1; 
if count=n-1 then 
start_calculate_process<='1'; 
count<="0000"; 
else 
  start_calculate_process<='0'; 
  end if; 
 
 
if start_calculate_process='0'then 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
else 
MWriteEna<='0'; 
end if; 
 
if(signal_PCA<n*n-1) then 
if countC<n-1 then 
countC<=countC+1; 
signal_PCA<=signal_PCA+1; 
end if; 
end if; 
 
if(signal_PCB<n*n-1) then------------------- 
 
if signal_PCB="11110000" then --240 
signal_PCB<="00000001";--1 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11110001" then -- 241 
signal_PCB<="00000010";--2 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11110010" then -- 242 
signal_PCB<="00000011";--3 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11110011" then -- 243 
signal_PCB<="00000100";--4 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11110100" then -- 244 
signal_PCB<="00000101";--5 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11110101" then -- 245 
signal_PCB<="00000110";--6 
 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11110110" then -- 246 
signal_PCB<="00000111";--7 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11110111" then -- 247 
signal_PCB<="00001000";--8 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11111000" then -- 248 
signal_PCB<="00001001";--9 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11111001" then -- 249 
signal_PCB<="00001010";--10 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11111010" then -- 250 
signal_PCB<="00001011";--11 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11111011" then -- 251 
signal_PCB<="00001100";--12 
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elsif signal_PCB="11111100" then -- 252 
signal_PCB<="00001101";--13 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11111101" then -- 253 
signal_PCB<="00001110";--14 
 
elsif signal_PCB="11111110" then -- 254 
signal_PCB<="00001111";--15 
 
else 
 
signal_PCB<=signal_PCB+16; 
end if; 
 
 
end if;-------------------------------- 
 
if(signal_PCB=n*n-1) then 
signal_PCB<="00000000"; 
countC<="0000"; 
if(signal_PCA<n*n-1) then 
signal_PCA<=signal_PCA+1; 
end if; 
end if; 
 
if(signal_PCA=n*n-1) then 
if (signal_PCB=n*n-1) then 
  signal_PCA<="00000000"; 
  signal_PCB<="00000000"; 
  count<="0000"; 
  countC<="0000"; 
 
end if; 
end if; 
if Rst='0' then 
 
 signal_PCA<="00000000"; 
  signal_PCB<="00000000"; 
  count<="0000"; 
  countC<="0000"; 
  MReadEna<='1'; 
else 
MReadEna<='0'; 
 
end if; 
end if; 
 
 
if(clk'event and clk='1') then 
  
 if (start_calculate_process='1') then 
 
if s_MAddroutToWriteData="11111111" then 
s_MAddroutToWriteData<="00000001"; 
else  
s_MAddroutToWriteData<=s_MAddroutToWriteData+1; 
end if; 
  
i:=0; 
Sum:=X"0000000000000000"; 
for i in 0 to n-1 loop 
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Sum:=Sum+(mydataA(i)*mydataB(i)); 
END LOOP; 
MDataOut<=Sum; 
 
end if; 
end if; 
end process; 
 
MAddroutToFetchDataA<=signal_PCA; 
MAddroutToFetchDataB<=signal_PCB; 
MAddroutToWriteData<=s_MAddroutToWriteData-1; 
 
end beh; 
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--------------------------------------------------------RAM------------------------------------------------------- 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity Mem_IO is 
 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
     AddBits:integer:=8; 
     n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
   port( 
  clk: IN std_logic; 
      MAddr: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      MDataIn: IN std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
      MWrEna: IN std_logic; 
      MRdEna: IN std_logic; 
      MemoryDataOut: OUT std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0)); 
 
end Mem_IO; 
 
architecture rtl of Mem_IO is 
    
   type gpp_dmem is array (0 to 255) of std_logic_vector(2*width-1 
downto 0); 
   signal dmem: gpp_dmem; 
 
 begin 
 
   -- Data memory, write portion   
   data_mem_wr:process(clk) 
   begin 
      if clk'event and clk='1' then 
  if MWrEna='1' then 
    dmem(conv_integer(MAddr))<=MDataIn; 
     
         end if; 
      end if; 
   end process; 
 
   --  Read portion 
   data_mem_rd:process(MAddr,dmem,MRdEna) 
   begin 
      if (MRdEna='1') then 
          
            MemoryDataOut<=dmem(conv_integer(MAddr)); 
     
      end if; 
   end process; 
           
end rtl; 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Attachment 4: VHDL Code for 16x16 HW design2 entities 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
---------------------------------------------------------Adder------------------------------------------------------------------ 

library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity Adder is 
generic(width: natural :=32); 
port(Result: out std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data1: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data2: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data3: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data4: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data5: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data6: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data7: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data8: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data9: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data10: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data11: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data12: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data13: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data14: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data15: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data16: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     enable:in std_logic); 
 end Adder;   
 
architecture behv of Adder is 
 
begin 
process(Data1,Data2,Data3,Data4,Data5,Data6,Data7,Data8,Data9,Data10,
Data11,Data12,Data13,Data14,Data15,Data16,enable) 
  
 begin 
     
if enable='1' then      
result <= 
Data1+Data2+Data3+Data4+Data5+Data6+Data7+Data8+Data9+Data10+Data11+D
ata12+Data13+Data14+Data15+Data16; 
end if; 
  
end process;     
     
end behv; 
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---------------------------------------------------------Declaration------------------------------------------------------------------ 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity Declaration is 
 
generic(    width:integer:=32; 
          AddBits:integer:=8; --Number of bit in 
address will represent the matrix 
          n:integer:=16 --16x16 
          ); 
 
port( 
      PMAddrA: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      PMDataA: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      PMAddrB: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      PMDataB: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0)); 
end Declaration ; 
 
architecture beh of Declaration is 
 
   type gpp_pmem is array (0 to 255) of std_logic_vector(width-1 
downto 0); --Number of words 
    
 
signal pmemA: gpp_pmem := 
(X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"000002BC",X"000003
20",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"000
00100",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F
4",X"00000258",X"000001F4",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000
012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"00000100",X"00000190",X"0000012
C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"0000
0100",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C", 
                           
X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"0000
01F4",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000384",X"00000258",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000
012C",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000384",X"00000258", 
                           
X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"00000100",X"00000190",X"0000012
C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"0000
0100",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C", 
                           
X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"0000
01F4",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"00000190", 
                           
X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"000002BC",X"0000032
0",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"0000
0100",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"000002BC",X"0000032
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0",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"0000
0100",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F
4",X"00000258",X"000001F4",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000
012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"00000100",X"00000190",X"0000012
C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"0000
0100",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C", 
                           
X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"0000
01F4",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"000001F4", 
                           
X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000384",X"00000258",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000
012C",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000384",X"00000258", 
                           
X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"00000100",X"00000190",X"0000012
C",X"00000100",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"000001F4",X"00000258",X"0000
0100",X"00000190",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"0000012C", 
                           
X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"0000012C",X"0000019
0",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"0000
01F4",X"0000012C",X"00000190",X"00000190",X"00000190", 
                           
X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"00000100",X"000002BC",X"0000032
0",X"00000384",X"000001F4",X"00000100",X"00000200",X"0000012C",X"0000
0100",X"000002BC",X"00000320",X"00000384",X"000001F4"); 
 
                            
                            
signal pmemB: gpp_pmem := 
(X"0000000a",X"0000000b",X"0000000c",X"0000000d",X"0000000e",X"000000
0f",X"00000010",X"00000011",X"0000000a",X"0000000b",X"0000000c",X"000
0000d",X"0000000e",X"0000000f",X"00000010",X"00000011", 
                           
X"00000012",X"00000013",X"00000014",X"00000015",X"00000016",X"0000001
7",X"00000018",X"00000019",X"00000012",X"00000013",X"00000014",X"0000
0015",X"00000016",X"00000017",X"00000018",X"00000019", 
                           
X"0000001a",X"0000001b",X"0000001c",X"0000001d",X"0000001e",X"0000001
f",X"00000020",X"00000021",X"0000001a",X"0000001b",X"0000001c",X"0000
001d",X"0000001e",X"0000001f",X"00000020",X"00000021", 
                           
X"00000022",X"00000023",X"00000024",X"00000025",X"00000026",X"0000002
7",X"00000028",X"00000029",X"00000022",X"00000023",X"00000024",X"0000
0025",X"00000026",X"00000027",X"00000028",X"00000029", 
                           
X"0000002a",X"0000002b",X"0000002c",X"0000002d",X"0000002e",X"0000002
f",X"00000030",X"00000031",X"0000002a",X"0000002b",X"0000002c",X"0000
002d",X"0000002e",X"0000002f",X"00000030",X"00000031",                       
                           
X"00000032",X"00000033",X"00000034",X"00000035",X"00000036",X"0000003
7",X"00000038",X"00000039",X"00000032",X"00000033",X"00000034",X"0000
0035",X"00000036",X"00000037",X"00000038",X"00000039", 
                           
X"0000003a",X"0000003b",X"0000003c",X"0000003d",X"0000003e",X"0000003
f",X"00000040",X"00000041",X"0000003a",X"0000003b",X"0000003c",X"0000
003d",X"0000003e",X"0000003f",X"00000040",X"00000041", 
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X"00000042",X"00000043",X"00000044",X"00000045",X"00000046",X"0000004
7",X"00000048",X"00000049",X"00000042",X"00000043",X"00000044",X"0000
0045",X"00000046",X"00000047",X"00000048",X"00000049", 
                           
X"0000000a",X"0000000b",X"0000000c",X"0000000d",X"0000000e",X"0000000
f",X"00000010",X"00000011",X"0000000a",X"0000000b",X"0000000c",X"0000
000d",X"0000000e",X"0000000f",X"00000010",X"00000011", 
                           
X"00000012",X"00000013",X"00000014",X"00000015",X"00000016",X"0000001
7",X"00000018",X"00000019",X"00000012",X"00000013",X"00000014",X"0000
0015",X"00000016",X"00000017",X"00000018",X"00000019", 
                           
X"0000001a",X"0000001b",X"0000001c",X"0000001d",X"0000001e",X"0000001
f",X"00000020",X"00000021",X"0000001a",X"0000001b",X"0000001c",X"0000
001d",X"0000001e",X"0000001f",X"00000020",X"00000021", 
                           
X"00000022",X"00000023",X"00000024",X"00000025",X"00000026",X"0000002
7",X"00000028",X"00000029",X"00000022",X"00000023",X"00000024",X"0000
0025",X"00000026",X"00000027",X"00000028",X"00000029", 
                           
X"0000002a",X"0000002b",X"0000002c",X"0000002d",X"0000002e",X"0000002
f",X"00000030",X"00000031",X"0000002a",X"0000002b",X"0000002c",X"0000
002d",X"0000002e",X"0000002f",X"00000030",X"00000031",                       
                           
X"00000032",X"00000033",X"00000034",X"00000035",X"00000036",X"0000003
7",X"00000038",X"00000039",X"00000032",X"00000033",X"00000034",X"0000
0035",X"00000036",X"00000037",X"00000038",X"00000039", 
                           
X"0000003a",X"0000003b",X"0000003c",X"0000003d",X"0000003e",X"0000003
f",X"00000040",X"00000041",X"0000003a",X"0000003b",X"0000003c",X"0000
003d",X"0000003e",X"0000003f",X"00000040",X"00000041", 
                           
X"00000042",X"00000043",X"00000044",X"00000045",X"00000046",X"0000004
7",X"00000048",X"00000049",X"00000042",X"00000043",X"00000044",X"0000
0045",X"00000046",X"00000047",X"00000048",X"00000049"); 
 
begin 
  
  
   PMDataA<=pmemA(conv_integer(PMAddrA)); 
   PMDataB<=pmemB(conv_integer(PMAddrB)); 
 
end beh; 
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---------------------------------------------------------Multiplier------------------------------------------------------------------ 

library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
entity Multiplier is 
generic(width: natural :=32); 
port(Result: out std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
     Data1: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     Data2: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     enable : in std_logic); 
 end Multiplier;   
 
architecture behv of Multiplier is 
 
begin 
 
 process(Data1,Data2,enable) 
    begin 
  
 
if enable='1' then 
     
Result <= Data1*Data2; 
 
end if; 
   
end process;     
     
end behv; 
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---------------------------------------------------------RAM------------------------------------------------------------------ 

library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity Mem_IO is 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
     AddBits:integer:=8; 
     n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
   port( 
  clk: IN std_logic; 
      MAddr: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      MDataIn: IN std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
      MWrEna: IN std_logic; 
      MRdEna: IN std_logic; 
      MemoryDataOut: OUT std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0)); 
 
end Mem_IO; 
 
architecture rtl of Mem_IO is 
    
   type gpp_dmem is array (0 to 255) of std_logic_vector(2*width-1 
downto 0); 
   signal dmem: gpp_dmem; 
 
 begin 
 
   -- Data memory, write portion   
   data_mem_wr:process(clk) 
   begin 
      if clk'event and clk='1' then 
  if MWrEna='1' then 
    dmem(conv_integer(MAddr))<=MDataIn; 
            end if; 
      end if; 
   end process; 
 
   --  Read portion 
   data_mem_rd:process(MAddr,dmem,MRdEna) 
  begin 
     if (MRdEna='1') then 
          
           MemoryDataOut<=dmem(conv_integer(MAddr)); 
     
     end if; 
  end process; 
             
end rtl; 
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---------------------------------------------------------MultipliersPlusAdders------------------------------------------------------------------ 

library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
entity MultipliersPlusAdders is 
generic(width: natural :=32); 
port(OutCome: out std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
     A0: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B0: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A1: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B1: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A2: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B2: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A3: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B3: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A4: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B4: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A5: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B5: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A6: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B6: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A7: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B7: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      
     A8: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B8: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A9: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B9: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A10: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B10: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A11: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B11: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A12: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B12: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A13: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B13: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A14: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B14: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A15: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B15: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
            
     enable : in std_logic); 
end MultipliersPlusAdders;  
architecture beh of MultipliersPlusAdders is 
component Multiplier is 
generic(width: natural :=32); 
port(Result: out std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
     Data1: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     Data2: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     enable : in std_logic); 
 end component; 
component Adder is 
generic(width: natural :=32); 
port(Result: out std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data1: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data2: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data3: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data4: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data5: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data6: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
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     Data7: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data8: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data9: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data10: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data11: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data12: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data13: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data14: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data15: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     Data16: in std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
     enable:in std_logic); 
 end component;  
 
SIGNAL s0 : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s1: std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s2 : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s3: std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s4 : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s5: std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s6 : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s7: std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
 
SIGNAL s8 : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s9: std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s10 : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s11: std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s12 : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s13: std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s14 : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s15: std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
 
begin 
 
  multiplier1: Multiplier PORT MAP (s0,A0,B0,enable); 
  multiplier2: Multiplier PORT MAP (s1,A1,B1,enable); 
  multiplier3: Multiplier PORT MAP (s2,A2,B2,enable); 
  multiplier4: Multiplier PORT MAP (s3,A3,B3,enable); 
  multiplier5: Multiplier PORT MAP (s4,A4,B4,enable); 
  multiplier6: Multiplier PORT MAP (s5,A5,B5,enable); 
  multiplier7: Multiplier PORT MAP (s6,A6,B6,enable); 
  multiplier8: Multiplier PORT MAP (s7,A7,B7,enable); 
   
  multiplier9: Multiplier PORT MAP (s8,A8,B8,enable); 
  multiplier10: Multiplier PORT MAP (s9,A9,B9,enable); 
  multiplier11: Multiplier PORT MAP (s10,A10,B10,enable); 
  multiplier12: Multiplier PORT MAP (s11,A11,B11,enable); 
  multiplier13: Multiplier PORT MAP (s12,A12,B12,enable); 
  multiplier14: Multiplier PORT MAP (s13,A13,B13,enable); 
  multiplier15: Multiplier PORT MAP (s14,A14,B14,enable); 
  multiplier16: Multiplier PORT MAP (s15,A15,B15,enable); 
   
  adder1:Adder PORT MAP 
(OutCome,s0,s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8,s9,s10,s11,s12,s13,s14,s15,enable
); 
    
end beh; 
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---------------------------------------------------------Controller------------------------------------------------------------------ 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
entity Controller is 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
       AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
port( clk:IN std_logic; 
      MAddroutToFetchDataA: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
      MAddroutToFetchDataB: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
      MDataOutA0: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA1: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA2: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA3: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA4: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA5: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA6: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA7: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA8: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA9: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA10: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA11: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA12: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA13: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA14: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA15: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB0: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB1: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB2: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB3: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB4: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB5: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB6: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB7: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB8: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB9: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB10: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB11: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB12: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB13: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB14: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB15: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataInA: IN std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataInB: IN std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      Rst: IN std_logic; 
      MAddroutToWriteData: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits  
      MWriteEna: OUT std_logic; 
      MReadEna: OUT std_logic; 
      enable : out std_logic); 
end Controller; 
Architecture beh of Controller is 
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TYPE myarrayType IS ARRAY (0 to 255) OF std_logic_vector(width-1 
DOWNTO 0); 
signal loaded:std_logic:='0'; 
signal r:std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0):="00000000"; 
signal c:std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0):="00000000"; 
signal sMAddroutToWriteData:std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000"; 
BEGIN 
p1:PROCESS(clk) 
variable a,b: myarrayType; 
variable RestRow,RestCl:std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000"; 
Begin 
if clk'event and clk='1' then 
a(conv_integer(c)):=MDataInA; 
b(conv_integer(r)):=MDataInB; 
  
if loaded='0' then   
---------------------------- 
if c<"11111111" then 
c<=c+1; 
else 
--c<="0000"; 
loaded<='1'; 
RestRow:="00010000"; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00010000"; 
RestCl:="00000000"; 
end if; 
------------------------------ 
if r="11110000" then --240 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00000000"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(0);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(16);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(32);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(48);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(64);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(80);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(96);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(112); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(128);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(144);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(160);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(176);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(192);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(208); 
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MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(224); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(240); 
r<="00000001"; --1 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11110001" then --241 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00000001"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(1);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(17);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(33);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(49);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(65);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(81);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(97);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(113); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(129);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(145);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(161);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(177);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(193);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(209); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(225); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(241); 
r<="00000010"; --2 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11110010" then --242 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00000010"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(2);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(18);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(34);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(50);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(66);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
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MDataOutB5<=b(82);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(98);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(114); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(130);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(146);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(162);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(178);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(194);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(210); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(226); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(242); 
r<="00000011"; --3 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11110011" then --243 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00000011"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(3);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(19);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(35);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(51);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(67);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(83);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(99);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(115); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(131);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(147);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(163);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(179);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(195);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(211); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(227); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(243); 
r<="00000100"; --4 
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------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11110100" then --244 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00000100"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(4);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(20);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(36);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(52);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(68);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(84);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(100);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(116); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(132);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(148);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(164);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(180);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(196);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(212); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(228); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(244); 
r<="00000101"; --5 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11110101" then --245 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00000101"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(5);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(21);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(37);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(53);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(69);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(85);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(101);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(117); 
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MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(133);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(149);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(165);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(181);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(197);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(213); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(229); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(245); 
r<="00000110"; --6 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11110110" then --246 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00000110"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(6);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(22);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(38);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(54);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(70);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(86);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(102);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(118); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(134);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(150);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(166);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(182);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(198);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(214); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(230); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(246); 
r<="00000111"; --7 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11110111" then --247 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00000111"; 
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MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(7);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(23);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(39);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(55);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(71);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(87);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(103);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(119); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(135);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(151);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(167);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(183);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(199);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(215); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(231); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(247); 
r<="00001000"; --8 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11111000" then --248 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00001000"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(8);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(24);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(40);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(56);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(72);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(88);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(104);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(120); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(136);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(152);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
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MDataOutB10<=b(168);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(184);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(200);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(216); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(232); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(248); 
r<="00001001"; --9 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11111001" then --249 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00001001"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(9);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(25);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(41);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(57);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(73);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(89);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(105);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(121); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(137);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(153);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(169);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(185);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(201);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(217); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(233); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(249); 
r<="00001010"; --10 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11111010" then --250 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00001010"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(10);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(26);  
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MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(42);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(58);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(74);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(90);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(106);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(122); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(138);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(154);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(170);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(186);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(202);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(218); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(234); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(250); 
r<="00001011"; --11 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11111011" then --251 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00001011"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(11);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(27);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(43);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(59);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(75);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(91);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(107);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(123); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(139);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(155);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(171);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(187);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(203);  
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MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(219); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(235); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(251); 
r<="00001100"; --12 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11111100" then --252 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00001100"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(12);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(28);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(44);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(60);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(76);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(92);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(108);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(124); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(140);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(156);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(172);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(188);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(204);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(220); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(236); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(252); 
r<="00001101"; --13 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11111101" then --253 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00001101"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(13);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(29);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(45);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(61);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
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MDataOutB4<=b(77);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(93);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(109);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(125); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(141);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(157);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(173);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(189);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(205);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(221); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(237); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(253); 
r<="00001110"; --14 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11111110" then --254 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00001110"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(14);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(30);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(46);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(62);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(78);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(94);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(110);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(126); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(142);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(158);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(174);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(190);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(206);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(222); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(238); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
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MDataOutB15<=b(254); 
r<="00001111"; --15 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
elsif r="11111111" then --255 
enable<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<="00001111"; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
MDataOutA0<=a(0); 
MDataOutB0<=b(15);  
MDataOutA1<=a(1); 
MDataOutB1<=b(31);  
MDataOutA2<=a(2); 
MDataOutB2<=b(47);  
MDataOutA3<=a(3); 
MDataOutB3<=b(63);   
MDataOutA4<=a(4); 
MDataOutB4<=b(79);  
MDataOutA5<=a(5); 
MDataOutB5<=b(95);  
MDataOutA6<=a(6); 
MDataOutB6<=b(111);  
MDataOutA7<=a(7); 
MDataOutB7<=b(127); 
MDataOutA8<=a(8); 
MDataOutB8<=b(143);  
MDataOutA9<=a(9); 
MDataOutB9<=b(159);  
MDataOutA10<=a(10); 
MDataOutB10<=b(175);  
MDataOutA11<=a(11); 
MDataOutB11<=b(191);  
MDataOutA12<=a(12); 
MDataOutB12<=b(207);  
MDataOutA13<=a(13); 
MDataOutB13<=b(223); 
MDataOutA14<=a(14); 
MDataOutB14<=b(239); 
MDataOutA15<=a(15); 
MDataOutB15<=b(255); 
----------------------------- 
else 
r<=r+"00010000"; --+16 
end if; 
----------------------------- 
end if; --loaded is still zero 
-----Loaded------- 
if loaded='1' then 
enable<='1'; 
MWriteEna<='1'; 
sMAddroutToWriteData<=sMAddroutToWriteData+1; 
MDataOutA0<=a(conv_integer(RestRow)); 
MDataOutB0<=b(conv_integer(RestCl)); 
MDataOutA1<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+1));   
MDataOutB1<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+16)); 
MDataOutA2<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+2)); 
MDataOutB2<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+32)); 
MDataOutA3<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+3)); 
MDataOutB3<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+48)); 
MDataOutA4<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+4)); 
MDataOutB4<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+64)); 
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MDataOutA5<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+5)); 
MDataOutB5<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+80)); 
MDataOutA6<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+6)); 
MDataOutB6<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+96)); 
MDataOutA7<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+7)); 
MDataOutB7<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+112)); 
MDataOutA8<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+8)); 
MDataOutB8<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+128)); 
MDataOutA9<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+9)); 
MDataOutB9<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+144)); 
 
 
MDataOutA10<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+10)); 
MDataOutB10<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+160)); 
MDataOutA11<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+11)); 
MDataOutB11<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+176)); 
MDataOutA12<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+12)); 
MDataOutB12<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+192)); 
MDataOutA13<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+13)); 
MDataOutB13<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+208)); 
MDataOutA14<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+14)); 
MDataOutB14<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+224)); 
MDataOutA15<=a(conv_integer(RestRow+15)); 
MDataOutB15<=b(conv_integer(RestCl+240)); 
RestCl:=RestCl+1; 
if RestCl="00010000" then 
RestCl:="00000000"; 
if RestRow<"11110000" then 
RestRow:=RestRow+16; 
else 
loaded<='0';   --System Reset to be able to measure the average 
power. 
c<="00000000"; 
r<="00000000"; 
end if; 
end if; 
end if; --loaded 
if Rst='0' then --system Reset 
loaded<='0'; 
c<="00000000"; 
r<="00000000"; 
MReadEna<='1'; 
else 
MReadEna<='0'; 
end if; 
end if; --clk 
end process; 
 
MAddroutToFetchDataA<=c; 
MAddroutToFetchDataB<=r; 
MAddroutToWriteData<=sMAddroutToWriteData; 
 
end beh; 
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--------------------------------------------ControllerPlusDeclarationPlusMultipliersPlusAddersr--------------------------- 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity ControllerPlusDeclarationPlusMultipliersPlusAdders is 
 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
       AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
 
port(OutCome: out std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
     clk: in std_logic; 
     Rst: in std_logic; 
     MAddroutToWriteData: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits  
     MWriteEna: OUT std_logic; 
     MReadEna: OUT std_logic ); 
 
     end ControllerPlusDeclarationPlusMultipliersPlusAdders;  
 
architecture beh of 
ControllerPlusDeclarationPlusMultipliersPlusAdders is 
 
component MultipliersPlusAdders is 
 
generic(width: natural :=32); 
 
port(OutCome: out std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
     A0: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B0: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A1: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B1: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A2: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B2: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A3: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B3: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A4: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B4: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A5: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B5: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A6: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B6: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A7: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B7: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      
     A8: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B8: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A9: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B9: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A10: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B10: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A11: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B11: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A12: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B12: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A13: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B13: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A14: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
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     B14: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     A15: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     B15: in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
     enable : in std_logic); 
 
end component; 
 
component Declaration is 
 
generic(  width:integer:=32; 
          AddBits:integer:=8; --Number of bit in address will 
represent the matrix 
         n:integer:=8 --8x8 
          ); 
 
port( 
      PMAddrA: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      PMDataA: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      PMAddrB: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      PMDataB: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0)); 
end component ; 
 
 
component Controller is 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
       AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
        
port( clk:IN std_logic; 
      MAddroutToFetchDataA: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
      MAddroutToFetchDataB: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
      MDataOutA0: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA1: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA2: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA3: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA4: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA5: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA6: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA7: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA8: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA9: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA10: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA11: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA12: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA13: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA14: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutA15: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB0: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB1: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB2: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB3: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB4: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB5: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB6: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB7: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB8: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB9: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB10: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
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      MDataOutB11: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB12: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB13: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB14: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataOutB15: OUT std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataInA: IN std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      MDataInB: IN std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
      Rst: IN std_logic; 
      MAddroutToWriteData: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits  
      MWriteEna: OUT std_logic; 
      MReadEna: OUT std_logic; 
      enable : out std_logic);       
end component; 
 
 
 
SIGNAL s_MTFDA : std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_MTFDB : std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A0: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A1: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A2: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A3: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A4: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A5: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A6: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A7: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
 
SIGNAL s_A8: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A9: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A10: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A11: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A12: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A13: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A14: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_A15: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
 
 
SIGNAL s_B0: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B1: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B2: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B3: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B4: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B5: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B6: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B7: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
 
SIGNAL s_B8: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B9: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B10: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B11: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B12: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B13: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B14: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_B15: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
 
 
SIGNAL s_InA: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_InB: std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); 
signal s_enable : std_logic; 
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begin 
   
 declaration_data: Declaration PORT MAP 
(s_MTFDA,s_InA,s_MTFDB,s_InB); 
 controller_system: Controller PORT MAP 
(clk,s_MTFDA,s_MTFDB,s_A0,s_A1,s_A2,s_A3,s_A4,s_A5,s_A6,s_A7,s_A8,s_A
9,s_A10,s_A11,s_A12,s_A13,s_A14,s_A15,s_B0,s_B1,s_B2,s_B3,s_B4,s_B5,s
_B6,s_B7,s_B8,s_B9,s_B10,s_B11,s_B12,s_B13,s_B14,s_B15,s_InA,s_InB,Rs
t,MAddroutToWriteData,MWriteEna,MReadEna,s_enable); 
 calculator:MultipliersPlusAdders PORT MAP 
(OutCome,s_A0,s_B0,s_A1,s_B1,s_A2,s_B2,s_A3,s_B3,s_A4,s_B4,s_A5,s_B5,
s_A6,s_B6,s_A7,s_B7,s_A8,s_B8,s_A9,s_B9,s_A10,s_B10,s_A11,s_B11,s_A12
,s_B12,s_A13,s_B13,s_A14,s_B14,s_A15,s_B15,s_enable); 
    
end beh; 
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--------------------------------------------------------------WholeSystem------------------------------------------------ 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity WholeSystem is 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
       AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
 
port(OutCome: out std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
     clk: in std_logic; 
     Rst: in std_logic); 
     end WholeSystem;  
architecture beh of WholeSystem is 
 
component Mem_IO is 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
     AddBits:integer:=8; 
     n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
   port( 
  clk: IN std_logic; 
      MAddr: IN std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
      MDataIn: IN std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0); 
      MWrEna: IN std_logic; 
      MRdEna: IN std_logic; 
      MemoryDataOut: OUT std_logic_vector(2*width-1 downto 0)); 
end component; 
 
component ControllerPlusDeclarationPlusMultipliersPlusAdders is 
 
generic( width:integer:=32; 
       AddBits:integer:=8; 
       n:integer:=16 --16x16 
       ); 
 
 
port(OutCome: out std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
clk: in std_logic; 
Rst: in std_logic; 
MAddroutToWriteData: OUT std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 
0):="00000000";--Address bits 
MWriteEna: OUT std_logic; 
MReadEna: OUT std_logic ); 
 
end component; 
 
SIGNAL s_data : std_logic_vector((2*width)-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_address : std_logic_vector(AddBits-1 downto 0); 
SIGNAL s_w : std_logic; 
SIGNAL s_r : std_logic; 
begin 
 
decplusrompluscon: ControllerPlusDeclarationPlusMultipliersPlusAdders 
PORT MAP (s_data,clk,Rst,s_address,s_w,s_r); 
ram_system: Mem_IO PORT MAP (clk,s_address,s_data,s_w,s_r,OutCome); 
 
end beh; 
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